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     Aggregate market value of the voting stock held by non-affiliates of the
Registrant: $316,535,675 as of March 28, 2002.
 
     As of March 28, 2002, the latest practicable date, there were 14,438,332
shares of the Registrant's common stock outstanding.
 
     Portions of the Registrant's definitive Proxy Statement to be filed with
the Securities and Exchange Commission no later than 120 days after the
Registrant's fiscal year ended December 31, 2001, and to be delivered to
stockholders in connection with the 2002 Annual Meeting of Stockholders, are
incorporated by reference into Part III.
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           CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
 
     Certain information and statements set forth in this Report constitute
"forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These forward-looking statements can be
identified by the use of forward-looking terminology including, but not limited
to, "may," "will," "expect," "intend," "should," "anticipate," "estimate,"
"believe," "continue" or comparable terminology. The Company's actual results
may differ materially from those contained in the forward-looking statements.
Factors that could cause results to differ materially from those described in
the forward-looking statements include: the availability of opportunities to
acquire assets on favorable terms, the level and volatility of interest rates,
the cost and availability of short- and long-term credit, declines in the market
value of mortgage-backed securities, equity securities and other
available-for-sale assets owned by the Company, prepayment risks associated with
the mortgage-backed securities owned by the Company, declines in the value of
commercial or residential real estate owned by the companies in which the
Company has invested, declines in the profitability of companies in which the
Company invests resulting from competition in the sale, purchase and financing
of mortgage assets, limited liquidity of equity securities and other investment
securities owned by the Company and other risks described elsewhere in this
Report, including the risk factors filed as Exhibit 99.01 to this Report.
 
                                     PART I
 
ITEM 1.  BUSINESS
 
GENERAL
 
     FBR Asset Investment Corporation (FBR Asset) is a Virginia corporation that
was formed in November 1997 and has elected to be taxed as a real estate
investment trust (REIT) under the federal tax laws since its inception. We are
managed by Friedman, Billings, Ramsey Investment Management, Inc. (FBR
Management) pursuant to a management agreement, the material terms of which are
described under the caption "Management Agreement" beginning on page 14 of this
report. FBR Management is a subsidiary of Friedman, Billings, Ramsey Group, Inc.
(FBR Group). We were formed to make opportunistic investments in debt and equity
securities of companies engaged in real estate-related and other businesses.
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Many of these investment opportunities have been identified by FBR Management or
its affiliates. We invest in:
 
     - mortgage-backed securities;
 
     - mezzanine or senior loans; and
 
     - equity securities.
 
     We may from time to time make other opportunistic investments that may or
may not be real estate-related. We invest in non-real estate-related assets
subject to maintaining our REIT qualification.
 
MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITIES
 
     We invest directly in fixed- and adjustable-rate residential
mortgage-backed securities guaranteed by Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, or Ginnie Mae.
Our portfolio of mortgage-backed securities is sub-managed by FIDAC, an
affiliate of Annaly Mortgage Management, Inc. These real estate-related
investments, together with our other real estate-related assets, allow us to
maintain our qualification as a REIT under the federal tax code and to avoid
classification as an investment company under the Investment Company Act of
1940. We manage our residential mortgage-backed portfolio to provide a high
risk-adjusted return on capital. We typically invest in both adjustable-rate and
fixed-rate mortgage-backed securities in varying proportions to take advantage
of the differing prepayment characteristics of each of these securities in
different interest rate environments. We finance our investments in
mortgage-backed securities primarily by entering into repurchase agreements to
enhance the overall return on capital invested in this portfolio.
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MEZZANINE AND SENIOR LOANS
 
     We invest in short- and medium-term mezzanine and senior loans that may
have a higher risk credit profile and yield higher returns than the typical
senior loan made by a commercial bank or other traditional lending institution.
Our loans:
 
     - may or may not be secured;
 
     - may or may not be subordinated;
 
     - have a variety of repayment structures and sources; and
 
     - typically compensate for the higher risk profile of our borrowers through
       higher interest rates rather than equity features.
 
     We believe that more stringent credit standards of commercial banks and
other factors have resulted in an increased demand for alternative sources of
debt financing. We focus on industries with which we are familiar, including,
but not limited to, real estate, energy, financial services, consumer products
and industrial manufacturing. In evaluating any investment opportunities, we
intend to focus on, among other factors:
 
     - the cash flow generated by the borrower;
 
     - the tangible assets of the borrower;
 
     - the overall financial leverage of the borrower; and
 
     - the potential for the borrower to undergo a liquidity event that will
       enable the repayment of the loan.
 
     We believe our affiliation with Friedman, Billings, Ramsey & Co., Inc.
(FBR), the principal broker-dealer subsidiary of FBR Group, gives us an
advantage in identifying, analyzing and responding quickly to opportunities to
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fund mezzanine or senior loans that meet our credit quality standards and
investment objectives. All of our current loans and equity investments are in
investment banking clients of FBR. We expect that most, but not necessarily all,
of the companies in which we invest in the future will have investment banking
relationships with FBR. We also intend to develop relationships with other
entities who may offer us investment opportunities with their clients.
 
EQUITY SECURITIES
 
     Our investments in equity securities are primarily in current or former
underwriting or advisory clients of FBR. We generally have a longer-term time
horizon on these investments than on our mezzanine loans. In evaluating equity
investments, we follow a value-oriented investment approach. We focus
particularly on the anticipated future cash flows to be generated by the
underlying business, discounted by an appropriate rate to reflect both the risk
of achieving those cash flows and the alternative uses for the capital to be
invested. Other important considerations include:
 
     - strength of management;
 
     - liquidity of the investment;
 
     - underlying value of the assets owned by the issuer; and
 
     - prices of similar or comparable securities.
 
LEVERAGE
 
     We generally have not used debt to finance the acquisition or origination
of any investment other than our mortgage-backed securities. As of December 31,
2001, we had an overall assets-to-equity ratio of approximately 6.50 to 1. As of
that date, the debt-to-equity ratio, based on book values, of our portfolio of
mortgage-backed securities was 8.30 to 1.
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COMPOSITION OF ASSETS AND EQUITY CAPITAL
 
     At December 31, 2001, we had total assets on our balance sheet of
approximately $1.3 billion and equity capital of approximately $203.9 million.
These are divided among our investments as follows:
 

                                                              ASSETS   EQUITY CAPITAL
                                                              ------   --------------
                                                                             
Loans.......................................................     1%           4%
Equity Securities...........................................     5%          30%
Mortgage-backed securities..................................    93%          65%
Cash and other assets.......................................     1%           1%

 
     We derived the foregoing allocation of our assets from our balance sheet as
of December 31, 2001. We derived the foregoing allocation of our equity capital
by dividing:
 
     - the total principal amount of loans outstanding as of December 31, 2001;
 
     - the fair market value of the equity securities we own as of December 31,
       2001;
 
     - the fair market value of our mortgage backed securities as of December
       31, 2001, less the amount of indebtedness outstanding as of that date
       under repurchase agreements used to finance the purchase of
       mortgage-backed securities; and
 
     - the difference between our total shareholders' equity as of December 31,
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       2001, and the sum of the amounts represented by the three bullets above,
 
by our total shareholders' equity as of December 31, 2001. We can give no
assurance that we will be able to achieve any specific level of returns. For a
detailed discussion of the factors that may adversely influence our desired
returns, see the "Risk Factors" filed as Exhibit 99.1 to this report.
 
AGREEMENT WITH FRIEDMAN, BILLINGS, RAMSEY & CO., INC.
 
     FBR Asset and its registered broker-dealer subsidiary, Pegasus Capital
Corporation ("Pegasus") entered into an agreement in August 2001 with FBR
regarding FBR Asset's extension of credit to or investment in entities that are
or may be FBR's investment banking clients. In circumstances where FBR
determines that a commitment by FBR Asset to make a loan to or investment in an
entity (each an "investment opportunity") would facilitate a possible investment
banking transaction, FBR presents the investment opportunity to FBR Asset. The
Investment Committee of FBR Asset, which is comprised of Richard J. Hendrix, FBR
Asset's President and Chief Operating Officer and Eric F. Billings, FBR Asset's
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, reviews each investment opportunity and
recommends whether or not to commit to make a loan or an investment based on its
investment criteria. Mr. Billings is also an executive officer of FBR Group, FBR
Management and FBR, and Mr. Hendrix is also a Managing Director of FBR and FBR
Management. The approval of the Contracts Committee of FBR Asset's Board of
Directors (comprised of our three independent directors), which requires the
affirmative vote of at least two of FBR Asset's independent directors, is
required before any investment or loan is made in or to a client or proposed
client of FBR. If FBR Asset decides to make a loan or investment commitment to
an entity, the commitment is not contingent on FBR being engaged to provide
investment banking services by the entity. If, however, FBR is engaged to
provide investment banking services to the entity, Pegasus is provided the
opportunity to act as financial adviser to FBR in connection with structuring
the transaction and, in return for its services, it will receive 10% of the net
cash investment banking fees received by FBR as a result of the engagement. The
payments Pegasus receives from FBR will generally be taxed at normal corporate
rates and will generally not be distributed to FBR Asset's shareholders.
 
OPERATING POLICIES & STRATEGIES
 
     We rely upon the professionals employed by FBR to identify and evaluate
opportunities for investment. Since its inception in 1989, FBR has sought to
identify rapidly changing industries and industries that are not fully
understood or appropriately valued by the market.
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     Our goal, subject to maintaining our REIT qualification, is to make
investments that we believe will generate the highest returns on capital
invested. To determine which assets are likely to provide those returns, we
consider:
 
     - the amount and nature of anticipated cash flows from the asset;
 
     - the risks of investing in the asset;
 
     - our ability to pledge the asset to secure collateralized borrowings;
 
     - the capital requirements for purchasing and financing the asset;
 
     - the potential for appreciation and depreciation of the asset's value; and
 
     - the cost of financing, hedging and managing the asset.
 
     We are an opportunistic investor and do not have guidelines dictating
specific investment or operating restrictions. We have taken or may take the
following actions without the consent of our shareholders:
 
     - borrow money;
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     - make loans to other companies;
 
     - invest in securities of other issuers;
 
     - sell existing investments and make additional investments; and
 
     - repurchase or otherwise reacquire our shares.
 
     We also may issue preferred stock that has liquidation and dividend
preferences over the outstanding common stock or offer securities in exchange
for property, although to date we have chosen not to take those actions. We have
distributed, and will continue to distribute, our annual report, including our
audited financial statements, to our shareholders as required under the
securities laws.
 
     With regard to specific investments, we may invest directly or indirectly
in any type of loan, equity security or mortgage-backed security, subject to the
policy that we maintain our qualification as a REIT and our exemption from
registration as an investment company.
 
     We expect that investment opportunities will change from time to time. We
will seek what we consider to be attractive opportunities to invest primarily on
a privately-negotiated basis. For example, we believe there will be
opportunities to co-invest with other REIT and non-REIT investors seeking to
complete planned acquisitions, to provide mezzanine and senior loans, and to
provide private equity financing. If an adequate amount of what we consider to
be appropriate investments becomes available, we may borrow funds to make
additional investments.
 
  The Investment Committee
 
     Management has formed an investment committee comprised of Richard J.
Hendrix, our President and Chief Operating Officer, and Eric F. Billings, our
Chief Executive Officer, to review each proposed investment or loan and to make
a determination about whether the investment or loan satisfies our investment
criteria. Mr. Billings is also an executive officer of FBR Group, FBR Management
and FBR, and Mr. Hendrix is also a Managing Director of FBR and FBR Management.
In addition, the approval of the Contracts Committee of our Board of Directors
(comprised of our three independent directors), which requires the affirmative
vote of at least two of our independent directors, is required before any
investment or loan is made in or to a client or proposed client of FBR.
 
  Mortgage-Backed Securities
 
  WHOLE-POOL MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITIES
 
     We currently invest, and intend to continue investing, at least 55% of our
assets in whole-pool mortgage-backed securities. Those securities represent the
entire ownership interest in pools of mortgage loans made by lenders such as
savings and loan institutions, mortgage bankers, and commercial banks. Various
government,
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government-related and private organizations assemble the pools of loans for
sale to investors such as ourselves.
 
     At December 31, 2001, we owned mortgage-backed securities guaranteed by
Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae that had a market value of $1.2 billion, and had
borrowed $1.1 billion through repurchase agreements to finance our investment in
those securities. Mortgage-backed securities differ from other forms of
traditional debt securities, which normally provide for periodic payments of
interest in fixed amounts with principal payments at maturity or on specified
call dates. Instead, mortgage-backed securities provide for a monthly payment
that consists of both interest and principal. In effect, these payments are a
"pass-through" of the monthly interest and principal payments made by borrowers
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on their mortgage loans, net of any fees paid to the issuer, servicer or
guarantor of the securities.
 
     The investment characteristics of pass-through mortgage-backed securities
differ from those of traditional fixed-income securities. The major differences
include the payment of interest and principal on the mortgage-backed securities,
as described above, and the possibility that principal may be prepaid on the
mortgage-backed securities at any time due to prepayments on the underlying
mortgage loans. These differences can result in significantly greater price and
yield volatility than is the case with traditional fixed-income securities.
 
     Mortgage prepayments are affected by factors including the level of
interest rates, general economic conditions, the location and age of the
mortgage, and other social and demographic conditions. Generally prepayments on
pass-through mortgage-backed securities increase during periods of falling
mortgage interest rates and decrease during periods of rising mortgage interest
rates. Reinvestment of prepayments may occur at higher or lower interest rates
than the original investment, thus affecting the yield on our investments.
 
     At December 31, 2001, we owned 12 fixed rate, and 45 adjustable rate,
residential mortgage-backed securities that represented ownership interest in
pools of single-family mortgage loans. At December 31, 2000, we owned 33 fixed
rate, and 4 adjustable rate, residential mortgage-backed securities that
represented the ownership interest in pools of single-family mortgage loans. In
connection with those investments, we entered into repurchase agreements, and an
interest rate swap.
 
     The mortgage-backed securities we owned at December 31, 2001, are
summarized below:
 

                                                                             WEIGHTED     EXPECTED       RELEVANT
                                                                NOMINAL    AVERAGE LIFE   EFFECTIVE     PREPAYMENT
DESCRIPTIVE TITLE(1)           FACE AMOUNT      MARKET VALUE    YIELD(2)     (YEARS)      DURATION    ASSUMPTIONS(3)
--------------------          --------------   --------------   --------   ------------   ---------   --------------
                                                                                                                
Floating Rate CMOs(4).......  $   68,935,932   $   70,064,564     2.68%        9.28         1.53         24.11CPR
ARMs/Hybrid ARMs............     893,134,072      915,271,539     4.77%        3.72         2.23         41.96CPR
Fixed Rate Securities.......     249,480,844      253,029,408     6.51%        5.33         2.77         17.62CPR
                              --------------   --------------     ----         ----         ----         --------
Mortgage Portfolio Total....  $1,211,550,848   $1,238,365,511     5.01%        4.37         2.30         35.93CPR
                              ==============   ==============     ====         ====         ====         ========

 
     The mortgage-backed securities we owned at December 31, 2000, are
summarized below:
 

                                                                            WEIGHTED     EXPECTED       RELEVANT
                                                               NOMINAL    AVERAGE LIFE   EFFECTIVE     PREPAYMENT
DESCRIPTIVE TITLE(1)             FACE AMOUNT    MARKET VALUE   YIELD(2)     (YEARS)      DURATION    ASSUMPTIONS(3)
--------------------             ------------   ------------   --------   ------------   ---------   --------------
                                                                                                               
Floating Rate CMOs(4)..........  $         --   $         --       --           --           --               --
ARMs/Hybrid ARMs...............    37,435,252     37,973,904     7.32%        3.75         1.60          9.08CPR
Fixed Rate Securities..........   116,286,916    116,874,301     6.51%        4.35         2.81          9.10CPR
                                 ------------   ------------     ----         ----         ----         --------
Mortgage Portfolio Total.......  $153,722,168   $154,848,205     6.70%        4.20         2.51          9.09CPR
                                 ============   ============     ====         ====         ====         ========

 
---------------
 
(1) All of the mortgage-backed securities are backed by pools of fixed and
    adjustable rate mortgages and are principal and/or interest paying
    instruments.
 
(2) The nominal yield is the internal rate of return of the security based on
    the given market price. It is the single discount rate that equates a
    security price (inclusive of accrued interest) with its projected cash
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    flows. For a mortgage product, it represents the yield for a given yield
    curve environment based on prepayments for that environment.
 
(3) Constant Prepayment Rate (CPR). Annualized equivalents of single monthly
    mortality (SMM). CPR attempts to predict the percentage of principal that
    will prepay over the next 12 months based on historical principal paydowns.
    CPR is measured on 1 month, 3 month, 6 month, 12 month, or since issue
    basis.
 
(4) CMOs are Collateralized Mortgage Obligations.
 
     As the table shows, the average nominal yield (as defined in footnote 3
above) on our mortgage-backed securities at December 31, 2001, was approximately
5.01%. The yield is based on the anticipated life of the securities. The actual
life of the mortgage-backed securities is reduced if the mortgage loans
underlying the securities are prepaid faster than anticipated at the time the
securities were acquired.
 
  Freddie Mac Certificates
 
     Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, better known as "Freddie Mac," is a
privately owned government-sponsored enterprise created pursuant to Title III of
the Emergency Home Finance Act of 1970. Freddie Mac's principal activities
currently consist of the purchase of mortgage loans or participation interests
in mortgage loans and the resale of the loans and participations in the form of
guaranteed mortgage-backed securities. Freddie Mac guarantees to holders of
Freddie Mac certificates, such as our company, the timely payment of interest at
the applicable pass-through rate and ultimate collection of all principal on the
holder's pro rata share of the unpaid principal balance of the underlying
mortgage loans, but does not guarantee the timely payment of scheduled principal
on the underlying mortgage loans. The obligations of Freddie Mac under its
guarantees are solely those of Freddie Mac and are not backed by the full faith
and credit of the United States. If Freddie Mac were unable to satisfy its
obligations, the distributions made to us would consist solely of payments and
other recoveries on the underlying mortgage loans, and accordingly, monthly
distributions to us would be adversely affected by delinquent payments and
defaults on those mortgage loans.
 
 Fannie Mae Certificates
 
     Federal National Mortgage Association, better known as "Fannie Mae," is a
privately owned, federally chartered corporation organized and existing under
the Federal National Mortgage Association Charter Act. Fannie Mae provides funds
to the mortgage market primarily by purchasing home mortgage loans from local
lenders, thereby replenishing their funds for additional lending. Fannie Mae
guarantees to registered holders of Fannie Mae certificates, such as our
company, that it will distribute amounts representing scheduled principal and
interest (at the rate provided by the Fannie Mae certificate) on the mortgage
loans in the pool underlying the Fannie Mae certificate, whether or not
received, and the full principal amount of any mortgage loan foreclosed or
otherwise finally liquidated, whether or not the principal amount is actually
received. The obligations of Fannie Mae under its guarantees are solely those of
Fannie Mae and are not backed by the full faith and credit of the United States.
If Fannie Mae were unable to satisfy its obligations, the distributions made to
us would consist solely of payments and other recoveries on the underlying
mortgage loans, and accordingly, monthly distributions to us would be adversely
affected by delinquent payments and defaults on the mortgage loans.
 
  Ginnie Mae Certificates
 
     Government National Mortgage Association, better known as "Ginnie Mae," is
a wholly owned corporate instrumentality of the United States within the
Department of Housing and Urban Development. Title III of the National Housing
Act of 1934 authorizes Ginnie Mae to guarantee the timely payment of principal
and interest on certificates that represent an interest in a pool of mortgages
insured by the Federal Housing Administration under the Housing Act or partially
guaranteed by the Veteran's Administration under the Servicemen's Readjustment
Act of 1944 and other loans eligible for inclusion in mortgage pools underlying
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Ginnie Mae certificates. Section 306(g) of the Housing Act provides that "the
full faith and credit of the United States is pledged to the payment of all
amounts that may be required to be paid under any guaranty
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under this subsection." An opinion, dated December 12, 1969, of an Assistant
Attorney General of the United States provides that guarantees under section
306(g) of Ginnie Mae certificates of the type that we may purchase are
authorized to be made by Ginnie Mae and "would constitute general obligations of
the United States backed by its full faith and credit."
 
  Single-Family and Multifamily Privately-Issued Certificates
 
     Although we do not own single-family or multifamily privately-issued
certificates, some of the companies in which we invest may own these
certificates. We may in the future invest in other companies that invest in
these assets or may invest in them directly.
 
     Single-family and multifamily privately-issued certificates are
pass-through certificates that are not issued or guaranteed by one of the
agencies described above and that are backed by a pool of single-family or
multifamily mortgage loans. Single-family and multifamily privately-issued
certificates are issued by originators of, investors in, and other owners of
mortgage loans, including savings and loan associations, savings banks,
commercial banks, mortgage banks, investment banks and special purpose "conduit"
subsidiaries of those institutions.
 
     While agency certificates are backed by the express obligation or guarantee
of one of the agencies, as described above, single-family and multifamily
privately-issued certificates are generally covered by one or more forms of
private credit enhancements. Those credit enhancements provide an extra layer of
loss coverage in the event that losses are incurred upon foreclosure sales or
other liquidations of underlying mortgaged properties in amounts that exceed the
equity holder's equity interest in the property and result in realized losses.
Forms of credit enhancements include, but are not limited to, limited issuer
guarantees, reserve funds, private mortgage guaranty pool insurance,
over-collateralization, and subordination.
 
  Borrowed Funds
 
     We may reduce the amount of equity capital we have invested in mortgage
backed-securities or other assets by funding a portion of those investments with
long-term borrowings, warehouse lines of credit, or other borrowing
arrangements. Borrowing funds creates interest expense that can exceed the
revenue we earn from our financed assets. To the extent that revenue derived
from those assets exceeds the interest expense, our net income will be greater
than if we had not borrowed funds and had not invested in the assets.
Conversely, if the revenue from those assets does not sufficiently cover the
expense, our net income will be less than if we had not borrowed funds.
 
     We have borrowed and intend to continue borrowing funds by entering into
repurchase agreements. Under these agreements, we sell assets to a third party
with the commitment to repurchase the same assets at a fixed price on an agreed
date. The repurchase price reflects the purchase price plus an agreed upon
market rate of interest. We account for repurchase agreements as loans, secured
by the underlying assets, that we owe to the third party.
 
     We intend to use the proceeds from borrowings to invest in mortgages or
other assets and to repeat this process of borrowing and investing, while
continually monitoring our use of leverage. Based on book values, the
debt-to-equity ratio of our mortgage-backed securities portfolio as of December
31, 2001, was 8.30 to 1. Our lenders have generally permitted repurchase
agreement borrowings against agency mortgage-backed securities at a
debt-to-equity ratio of up to 19 to 1. Our Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws
do not impose any specific limits on permissible leverage and we may increase
our leverage ratio in the future.
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     What follows are two examples of how we might use borrowings to increase
the yield on a hypothetical mortgage-backed security:
 

                                                               EXAMPLE 1     EXAMPLE 2
                                                              -----------   -----------
                                                                                  
1. Amount invested in mortgage-backed security..............  $10,000,000   $10,000,000
2. Annual interest rate on mortgage-backed security.........         7.25%         7.25%
3. Income from mortgage-backed security (1 X 2)*............  $   725,000   $   725,000
4. Amount borrowed to finance investment in mortgage-backed
  security..................................................  $ 8,000,000   $ 5,000,000
5. Interest rate on amount borrowed.........................         5.50%         5.50%
6. Interest expense (4 X 5)*................................  $   440,000   $   275,000
7. Equity capital invested (1 - 4)*.........................  $ 2,000,000   $ 5,000,000
8. Management fee (0.25% X $10,000,000).....................  $    25,000   $    25,000
9. Hedging expense (4 X 1%)*................................  $    80,000   $    50,000
10. Total expenses (6 + 8 + 9)*.............................  $   545,000   $   350,000
11. Net income on mortgage-backed security (3 - 10)*........  $   180,000   $   375,000
12. Return on equity capital invested (11 / 7)*.............         9.00%         7.50%

 
---------------
 
* The numbers in parentheses, unless otherwise specified, refer to the line
  numbers on the far left.
 
     In example 1 above, we use borrowed funds to increase the initial yield on
our investment from 7.25% to 9.0%. In example 2 above, we borrow less funds and
increase our yield only from 7.25% to 7.50%. We plan to complete these types of
transactions by arranging loans in which we pledge our assets as collateral to
secure our repayment obligations. Some of those loans may be margin loans in
which a decline in the pledged assets' market value could trigger an early
repayment of our obligations. If we repay loans early, then the return on equity
would be reduced. As reflected above, if we were required to increase the amount
of equity capital we invested by $3 million in order to prepay $3 million of the
loan, then the return on equity would be reduced from 9.00% to 7.50%.
 
  Hedging & Interest Rate Management
 
     We may from time to time utilize derivative financial instruments to hedge
all or a portion of the interest rate risk associated with our borrowings. We do
not intend to utilize derivative instruments for speculative purposes. Our
hedging activities may include entering into interest rate swaps and caps and
options to purchase swaps and caps. Under the tax laws applicable to REITs, we
generally will be able to enter into swap or cap agreements, options, futures
contracts, forward rate agreements, or similar financial instruments to hedge
indebtedness that we may incur, or plan to incur, to acquire or carry real
estate assets.
 
     We engage in a variety of interest rate management techniques that are
intended to match the effective maturity of, and the interest received on, our
assets with the effective maturity of, and the interest owed on, our
liabilities. We generally will be able to use those techniques directly, instead
of through a corporate subsidiary that is fully subject to corporate income
taxation. However, we cannot give any assurances that we can successfully
implement our investment and leverage strategies. Our interest rate management
techniques may include:
 
     - puts and calls on securities or indices of securities;
 
     - Eurodollar futures contracts and options on such contracts;
 
     - interest rate swaps, which are the exchange of fixed-rate payments for
       floating-rate payments; or
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     - other similar transactions.
 
     We may also use these techniques to attempt to protect ourselves against
declines in the market value of our assets that result from general trends in
debt markets. The inability to match closely the maturities and
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interest rates, or the inability to protect adequately against declines in the
market value of our assets, could result in losses with respect to our mortgage
assets.
 
     At December 31, 2001, we had entered into $1.1 billion of short-term
repurchase agreements. These agreements expire and are renewed on a regular
basis, and as of December 31, 2001, had stated maturity dates from January 1,
2002 to February 5, 2002. The interest rates on the short-term borrowing
arrangements increase and decrease as short-term interest rates increase or
decrease. The interest rate on the mortgage-backed securities remains constant
for fixed-rate securities. If short-term rates increase significantly above
5.01%, which is the average nominal yield (as defined in footnote 3 on page 6)
of our mortgage portfolio as of December 31, 2001, the interest owed on the
borrowings would likely exceed the interest income payable to us on our
mortgage-backed securities.
 
     We may from time to time enter into interest rate swap agreements to offset
the potential adverse effects of rising interest rates under certain short-term
repurchase agreements. The interest rate swap agreements have historically been
structured such that we receive payments based on a variable interest rate and
make payments based on a fixed interest rate. The variable interest rate on
which payments are received is calculated based on the three-month LIBOR. Our
repurchase agreements generally have maturities of 30 to 90 days and carry
interest rates that correspond to LIBOR rates for those same periods. The swap
agreements effectively fix our borrowing cost and are not held for speculative
or trading purposes.
 
     At December 31, 2001, we were party to an interest rate swap agreement that
matures on July 27, 2004, and has a notional amount of $50 million and a fair
value of ($1.2 million). Under this agreement, we pay a fixed interest rate of
4.97% on the notional amount and receive a variable rate calculated based on the
three-month LIBOR, which was 2.28% at December 31, 2001. At December 31, 2000,
we were party to an interest rate swap agreement that matured on June 1, 2001,
and had a notional amount of $50 million and a fair value of $137,949 at
December 31, 2000. Under this agreement, we paid a fixed interest rate of 5.96%
on the notional amount and received a variable rate calculated based on the
three-month LIBOR, which was 6.69% at December 31, 2000.
 
     Interest rate management techniques do not eliminate risk. For example, if
both long-term and short-term interest rates were to increase significantly, it
could be expected that:
 
     - the weighted average life of the mortgage-backed securities would be
       extended because prepayments of the underlying mortgage loans would
       decrease; and
 
     - the market value of the fixed rate mortgage-backed securities would
       decline as long-term interest rates increased.
 
  Commercial Mortgage Loans & CMBS
 
     In the future, we may invest in companies that originate or acquire
commercial mortgage loans or commercial mortgage-backed securities commonly
known as "CMBS." In addition, we may purchase commercial mortgage loans and CMBS
directly.
 
     Commercial mortgage loans are loans secured by senior or subordinate liens
on commercial or multifamily real estate.
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     We may invest directly, or the companies in which we invest may invest, in
commercial mortgage loans with borrowers who are delinquent in payments on the
loans. A lender can purchase this kind of loan at a price less than the amount
owed on the loan, which enables the lender to work out a forbearance plan or
other restructuring. If an agreement cannot be made, the lender ultimately may
foreclose on the loan, acquiring ownership of the commercial property.
 
     In addition to investing in commercial mortgage loans, some of the
companies in which we invest may own CMBS.
 
     CMBS typically are divided into two or more classes, sometimes called
"tranches." Generally the most senior class or classes would be rated investment
grade, which increases the marketability of the class. The
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junior, or subordinated, classes typically would include a non-investment grade
rated class and an unrated, higher-yielding credit support class. The market for
non-investment grade CMBS is limited, and holders of CMBS have incurred, and
might in the future incur, significant losses if required to sell them as a
result of margin calls or otherwise.
 
     To the extent that we hold interests in commercial mortgage loans and CMBS
through our investments in other companies, we must rely on the management of
those other companies to make decisions with respect to the commercial mortgage
loans and CMBS. In general, we will have no ability to control those decisions.
Moreover, the management of those other companies are not required to inform us
of their decisions, although to the extent the companies are reporting companies
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, they must file reports of material
events with the SEC.
 
  Mezzanine and Senior Loan Program
 
     As of December 31, 2001, we had outstanding one short-term loan in the
aggregate principal amount of $8 million. We believe our affiliation with FBR
gives us an advantage over our competitors in identifying, analyzing and
responding quickly to opportunities to fund mezzanine or senior loans that meet
or exceed our credit quality standards and investment objectives. Many, but not
all, of the companies in which we invest or to which we make loans have or will
have an investment banking relationship with FBR.
 
     Our investment and lending strategy is to focus on companies that have
stable operating histories and are profitable or near profitable at existing
operating levels. We review various criteria when determining whether to provide
a loan to a potential borrower, including but not limited to:
 
     - the borrower's projected cash flows over the course of the loan and the
       likelihood of achieving those projections;
 
     - the borrower's ability to service and repay the loan based on the
       historical results of the borrower;
 
     - the overall financial leverage of the borrower;
 
     - the tangible assets of the borrower;
 
     - the liquidation value of the assets collateralizing the loan;
 
     - alternative sources for repayment of the loan, including the potential
       for the borrower to undergo a liquidity event that will enable the
       repayment of the loan;
 
     - the characteristics of the industry in which the borrower conducts its
       business;
 
     - competition faced by the borrower for the sale of its goods or services;
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     - the degree to which the borrower's results are tied to overall economic
       activity; and
 
     - the quality, experience and reputation of the borrower's management team.
 
     The above criteria and other criteria that we consider when evaluating a
financing opportunity provide a general guide for lending and investment
decisions, although not all criteria are considered equally in the determination
of whether or not to make a loan.
 
     We plan to invest in companies in the real estate sector as well as in
other sectors such as energy, financial services, consumer and industrial
manufacturing, and others that meet the above criteria.
 
  Equity Investments
 
  REAL ESTATE
 
     We seek to invest in real property to generate income and to provide
ourselves with the potential for capital appreciation in the value of property
owned. Although we do not currently own any direct interests in real property,
we do own interests in real property through our equity investments in Capital
Automotive REIT and Resource Asset Investment Trust. As an equity holder, our
return on investment is not directly
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linked to returns on any company's assets, but will depend upon the
authorization and payment of dividends and changes in the price of the equity
securities we own. Through our relationship with FBR, we were able to acquire
the stock of Capital Automotive before Capital Automotive offered its stock to
the public. We purchased shares of Resource Asset in open-market transactions.
 
     In the future, we may invest in other companies that own real property. In
addition, we may purchase real property directly or through joint ventures with
affiliated or non-affiliated third parties that purchase real property.
 
  OTHER NON-REAL ESTATE RELATED INVESTMENTS
 
     Subject to maintaining our qualification as a REIT, we also invest from
time to time in assets and companies that are not related to the real estate
business.
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SUMMARY OF CURRENT INVESTMENTS & CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
 
     The following table summarizes FBR Asset's investments as of December 31,
2001, and December 31, 2000.

                                                                            DECEMBER 31, 2001
                                             --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                              SHARES       PERCENT        AMOUNT OF         CARRYING      PERCENTAGE INCREASE
                                               OWNED     OWNERSHIP(3)     INVESTMENT         VALUE            (DECREASE)
                                             ---------   ------------   --------------   --------------   -------------------
                                                                                                                   
MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITIES.................        N/A        N/A       $1,236,935,966   $1,238,365,511           0.12%
EQUITY INVESTMENTS(1)(2)
  Capital Automotive REIT (CARS)...........    920,115       3.54%          12,835,604       18,301,087          42.58%
  Annaly Mortgage Management, Inc. (NLY)...    800,000       1.36%           7,144,000       12,800,000          79.17%
  Prime Retail, Inc., pfd (PRT pfd)........         --         --                   --               --             --
  MCG Capital Corporation (MCGC)...........    625,000       2.21%           9,934,375       11,125,000          11.98%
  Resource Asset Investment Trust (RAS)....    344,575       2.77%           3,704,181        5,616,573          51.63%
  Anworth Mortgage Asset Corporation
  (ANH)....................................    500,000       4.50%           3,890,625        4,550,000          16.95%
  Saxon Capital Acquisition Corp...........  1,000,000       3.57%           9,300,000      9,300,000(4)          0.00%
  Encompass Services Corporation (ESR).....         --         --                   --               --             --
                                             ---------       ----       --------------   --------------          -----
    TOTAL EQUITY INVESTMENTS...............                                 46,808,785       61,692,660          31.80%
                                                                        --------------   --------------          -----
PROMISSORY NOTES(2)
  Prime Capital Funding I, LLC.............        N/A        N/A                   --               --            N/A
  Prime Group Realty, L.P..................        N/A        N/A            8,000,000        8,000,000            N/A
                                                                        --------------   --------------          -----
    TOTAL PROMISSORY NOTES.................                                  8,000,000        8,000,000            N/A
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                                                                        --------------   --------------          -----
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS..................        N/A        N/A            6,630,379        6,630,379            N/A
                                                                        --------------   --------------          -----
    TOTAL INVESTMENTS & CASH AND CASH
    EQUIVALENTS............................                             $1,298,375,130   $1,314,688,550           1.26%
                                                                        ==============   ==============          =====
 

                                                             DECEMBER 31, 2000
                                             -------------------------------------------------
                                              AMOUNT OF       CARRYING         PERCENTAGE
                                              INVESTMENT       VALUE       INCREASE (DECREASE)
                                             ------------   ------------   -------------------
                                                                                  
MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITIES.................  $155,379,074   $154,848,205          (0.34)%
EQUITY INVESTMENTS(1)(2)
  Capital Automotive REIT (CARS)...........    23,298,100     23,068,463          (0.99)%
  Annaly Mortgage Management, Inc. (NLY)...            --             --             --
  Prime Retail, Inc., pfd (PRT pfd)........     1,038,800        543,939         (47.64)%
  MCG Capital Corporation (MCGC)...........            --             --             --
  Resource Asset Investment Trust (RAS)....     3,704,181      4,245,164          14.60%
  Anworth Mortgage Asset Corporation
  (ANH)....................................            --             --             --
  Saxon Capital Acquisition Corp...........            --             --             --
  Encompass Services Corporation (ESR).....       286,931        252,624         (11.96)%
                                             ------------   ------------         ------
    TOTAL EQUITY INVESTMENTS...............    28,328,012     28,110,190          (0.77)%
                                             ------------   ------------         ------
PROMISSORY NOTES(2)
  Prime Capital Funding I, LLC.............     4,000,000      4,000,000            N/A
  Prime Group Realty, L.P..................            --             --            N/A
                                             ------------   ------------         ------
    TOTAL PROMISSORY NOTES.................     4,000,000      4,000,000            N/A
                                             ------------   ------------         ------
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS..................    36,810,566     36,810,566            N/A
                                             ------------   ------------         ------
    TOTAL INVESTMENTS & CASH AND CASH
    EQUIVALENTS............................  $224,517,652   $223,768,961          (0.33)%
                                             ============   ============         ======

 
---------------
 
(1) The symbols in parentheses next to the company names are the symbols of
    those companies in Nasdaq or on a national securities exchange. Each of
    these companies is a reporting company, except Saxon Capital Acquisition
    Corp. (see Footnote "4") under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
    Information is available about these companies on the SEC's website,
    www.sec.gov.
 
(2) FBR has underwritten or privately placed the securities of these companies
    or their affiliates.
 
(3) Based on the most recent publicly available information.
 
(4) Saxon Capital Acquisition Corp. became a public corporation in January 2002.
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     The following table shows, for the calendar years 2001, 2000 and 1999, our
investments and cash and cash equivalents, including, with respect to its
investments, the weighted average cost of each investment based on the number of
days from January 1, 2001 to December 31, 2001, January 1, 2000 to December 31,
2000, and January 1, 1999 to December 31, 1999, on which the Company held each
investment, and the gross income from each investment for the years ended
December 31, 2001, 2000 and 1999.
 

                                              FOR THE YEAR ENDED            FOR THE YEAR ENDED            FOR THE YEAR ENDED
                                               DECEMBER 31, 2001             DECEMBER 31, 2000             DECEMBER 31, 1999
                                          ---------------------------   ---------------------------   ---------------------------
                                            WEIGHTED                      WEIGHTED                      WEIGHTED
                                          AVERAGE COST   GROSS INCOME   AVERAGE COST   GROSS INCOME   AVERAGE COST   GROSS INCOME
                                          ------------   ------------   ------------   ------------   ------------   ------------
                                                                                                                               
MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITIES..............  $513,269,378   $29,797,047    $196,229,207   $13,106,945    $164,970,427   $10,744,041
                                          ------------   -----------    ------------   -----------    ------------   -----------
EQUITY INVESTMENTS
Anthracite Capital, Inc.................            --            --       8,449,779     1,376,206      18,334,496     2,293,677
Capital Automotive REIT.................    20,283,274     1,669,598      24,447,980     2,575,903      25,000,000     2,473,119
Chastain Capital Corporation............            --            --              --        41,835       3,150,000            --
Imperial Credit Commercial Mortgage Inv.
  Corp..................................            --            --       2,589,025       207,000      12,616,713     1,035,000
Imperial Credit Industries, Inc.........            --            --              --            --       3,576,712       798,326
Prime Retail, Inc.......................            --            --         385,788            --       1,201,317       145,730
Prime Retail, Inc., preferred...........       596,755            --       1,142,112            --       1,016,032       154,350
Saxon Capital Acquisition Corporation...     4,688,219            --              --            --              --            --
MCG Capital Corporation.................       898,194            --              --            --              --            --
Anworth Mortgage Asset Corporation......        42,637            --              --            --              --            --
Annaly Mortgage Management
  Corporation...........................     6,674,258     1,400,000              --            --              --            --
Resource Asset Investment Trust.........     3,704,181       730,499       4,099,095       702,933       5,292,516       702,933
Encompass Services Corporation..........        58,958            --       1,186,381            --       6,187,518            --
Atlas Pipeline Partners.................            --        20,888       1,472,552       178,314              --            --
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Cargan City.............................            --            --          20,218            --              --
East-West Bancorp, Inc..................            --            --              --            --       4,102,329        46,800
                                          ------------   -----------    ------------   -----------    ------------   -----------
    TOTAL EQUITY INVESTMENTS &
      DIVIDENDS.........................    36,946,476     3,820,985      43,792,930     5,082,191      80,477,633     7,649,935
                                          ------------   -----------    ------------   -----------    ------------   -----------
PROMISSORY NOTES
Prime Capital Holding, LLC..............            --            --       1,825,137       902,418      11,272,154     1,808,451
Prime Group Realty, L.P.................     8,701,370     1,832,000              --            --       3,049,315       494,742
Prime Retail, Inc.......................            --            --      19,508,197     3,773,658       5,095,890     1,055,555
Prime Capital Funding I, LLC............       416,805       207,586       2,108,204       511,778              --            --
Kennedy-Wilson Inc......................            --            --              --            --       3,510,608       511,411
Brookdale Living Communities............            --            --              --            --       1,493,151       224,727
                                          ------------   -----------    ------------   -----------    ------------   -----------
    TOTAL PROMISSORY NOTES..............     9,118,175     2,039,586      23,441,538     5,187,854      24,421,118     4,094,886
                                          ------------   -----------    ------------   -----------    ------------   -----------
CASH & CASH EQUIVALENTS.................    10,267,086       553,961      10,352,859       464,067      20,576,171       984,987
                                          ------------   -----------    ------------   -----------    ------------   -----------
    TOTAL INVESTMENTS AND CASH & CASH
      EQUIVALENTS.......................  $569,601,115   $36,211,579    $273,816,534   $23,841,057    $290,445,349   $23,473,849
                                          ============   ===========    ============   ===========    ============   ===========
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COMPETITION
 
     The Company's net income depends, in large part, on the Company's ability
to acquire mortgage assets at favorable spreads over the Company's borrowing
costs. In acquiring mortgage assets, the Company competes with other mortgage
REITs, specialty finance companies, savings and loan associations, banks,
mortgage bankers, insurance companies, mutual funds, institutional investors,
investment banking firms, other lenders, governmental bodies and other entities.
In addition, there are numerous mortgage REITs with asset acquisition objectives
similar to the Company, and others may be organized in the future. The effect of
the existence of additional REITs may be to increase competition for the
available supply of mortgage assets suitable for purchase by the Company. Many
of the Company's anticipated competitors are significantly larger than the
Company, have access to greater capital and other resources and may have other
advantages over the Company. In addition to existing companies, other companies
may be organized for purposes similar to that of the Company, including
companies organized as REITs focused on purchasing mortgage assets. A
proliferation of such companies may increase the competition for equity capital
and thereby adversely affect the market price of the Company's common stock.
 
EMPLOYEES AND EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF THE COMPANY
 
     Other than at its broker-dealer subsidiary, the Company does not have any
employees. The Company is managed by FBR Management pursuant to the Management
Agreement between the Company and FBR Management. Two of the Company's
directors, and each of the Company's executive officers, are officers of FBR
Group, FBR Management and FBR Group's principal broker-dealer subsidiary,
Friedman, Billings, Ramsey & Co., Inc.
 
MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT
 
     We entered into a management agreement with FBR Management that expires on
December 17, 2002. The following section summarizes the material provisions of
the management agreement. This section does not completely describe the
management agreement, and you should not rely on it as if it did. You may obtain
a complete copy of the management agreement by following the document request
procedures set forth in "Other Matters -- Additional Information."
 
  FBR Management's Responsibilities
 
     FBR Management has only the authority that our Board of Directors delegates
to it and is, at all times, subject to our Board's supervision. Generally, FBR
Management performs the services necessary to keep our company running on a
day-to-day basis. These services include:
 
  Investment Services
 
     - representing us in connection with:
 
          - the purchase and sale of assets,
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          - commitments to purchase and sell assets, and
 
          - the maintenance and administration of our portfolio;
 
     - engaging in hedging activities on our behalf, consistent with our status
       as a REIT;
 
     - upon request by and in accordance with the directions of the Board of
       Directors, investing or reinvesting any of our money; and
 
     - acting as liaison between our company and banking, mortgage banking,
       investment banking and other parties with respect to the purchase,
       financing and disposition of assets.
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  Advisory Services
 
     - consulting with us on the formulation of investment criteria and
       guidelines;
 
     - furnishing reports and collecting information relating to our assets,
       interest rates, and general economic conditions;
 
     - furnishing reports regarding our activities and the services performed
       for us by FBR Management;
 
     - monitoring and providing the Board of Directors with price information
       and other data obtained from nationally recognized dealers that maintain
       markets in assets identified by the Board, and providing data and advice
       to the Board of Directors in connection with the identification of such
       dealers;
 
     - counseling us in connection with policy decisions to be made by the Board
       of Directors;
 
     - counseling us regarding the maintenance of our status as a REIT and
       monitoring compliance with the various REIT qualification tests; and
 
     - counseling us regarding the maintenance of our exemption from the
       Investment Company Act and monitoring compliance with the various
       requirements for that status.
 
  Administrative Services
 
     - providing executive and administrative personnel, office space, and
       office services required in rendering services to us;
 
     - administering our day-to-day operations and performing and supervising
       the performance of such other necessary administrative functions as may
       be agreed upon by FBR Management and the Board of Directors, including:
 
          - the collection of revenues,
 
          - the payment of our debts and obligations,
 
          - the maintenance of appropriate computer services to perform such
            administrative functions, and
 
          - other customary functions related to portfolio management;
 
     - communicating on our behalf with holders of our securities as required to
       satisfy the reporting and other requirements of any governmental bodies
       or agencies or trading markets and to maintain effective relations with
       those holders; and
 
     - to the extent not otherwise subject to an agreement executed by us,
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       designating servicers for mortgage loans sold to us and arranging for the
       monitoring and administering of those servicers.
 
  The Management Fee
 
  BASE MANAGEMENT FEE
 
     FBR Management is entitled to receive a quarterly base management fee equal
to the sum of:
 
     - 0.25% per annum of the average book value of our mortgage assets during
       each calendar quarter; and
 
     - 0.75% per annum of the average book value of the remainder of our
       invested assets during each calendar quarter.
 
     The Board of Directors may adjust the base management fee in the future if
necessary to align the fee more closely with the actual costs of services and,
by agreement with FBR Management, may reduce the base management fee to the
extent we incur costs internally.
 
     For the years ended December 31, 1999, 2000 and 2001, the base management
fee was $1,329,063, $1,078,713 and $1,842,296, respectively.
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  INCENTIVE COMPENSATION
 
     FBR Management is also entitled to receive incentive compensation based on
our performance. For each calendar quarter, FBR Management is entitled to
receive 25% of the "Incentive Calculation Amount" for the 12-month period ending
with the end of that calendar quarter.
 
     The "Incentive Calculation Amount" for any 12-month period means an amount
equal to the product of
 
     (A) 25% of the dollar amount by which
 
        (1) (a) Our Funds from Operations (before the incentive fee) per share
        of common stock, based on the weighted average number of shares
        outstanding, plus (b) gains or minus losses from debt restructuring and
        sales of property per share, based on the weighted average number of
        shares outstanding, exceed
 
        (2) an amount equal to (a) the weighted average of the price per share
        in the initial private offering of our common stock in 1997 and in the
        follow-on public offering of our common stock in August 2001 of $20.82
        and the price per share in any future follow-on offerings by our company
        multiplied by (b) the 10-Year U.S. Treasury Rate plus five percent per
        annum, multiplied by
 
     (B) the weighted average number of shares of common stock outstanding
during the applicable period.
 
     "Funds from Operations" as defined by the National Association of Real
Estate Investment Trusts means net income computed in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles, excluding gains or losses from debt
restructuring and sales of property, plus depreciation and amortization on real
estate assets, and after adjustments for unconsolidated partnerships and joint
ventures. Funds from Operations does not represent cash generated from operating
activities in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and
should not be considered as an alternative to net income as an indication of our
performance or to cash flows as a measure of liquidity or ability to make
distributions.
 
     As used in calculating FBR Management's compensation, the term "10-Year
U.S. Treasury Rate" means the arithmetic average of the weekly average yield to
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maturity for actively traded current coupon U.S. Treasury fixed-rate securities,
adjusted to constant maturities of ten years, published by the Federal Reserve
Board during a quarter. The average weekly 10-Year U.S. Treasury Rate for the
twelve months ended December 31, 2001, was 5.02%.
 
     We recorded $1,652,061 of incentive compensation expense during the year
ended December 31, 2001. There were no incentive compensation fees paid in
previous years.
 
  Options Owned by FBR Management
 
     In December 1997, FBR Management received options to purchase 1,021,900
shares of our common stock at $20 per share. The estimated value of these
options at the time of grant was $909,492 based on a discounted Black-Scholes
valuation, and was amortized over the initial term of the Management Agreement.
We have fully amortized the value of these options. FBR Management previously
transferred 51,095 of its options to its former sub-manager. FBR Management
agreed to the rescission of options to purchase 155,000 shares in connection
with the establishment of our stock incentive plan. In December 2001, FBR
Management exercised options with respect to 400,000 shares of our common stock
at the $20 per share exercise price.
 
  Expenses
 
     Because FBR Management's employees will perform due diligence tasks that
investors or investment advisors typically hire outside consultants to perform,
FBR Management will be reimbursed for its out of pocket costs in performing due
diligence on assets we purchased or considered for purchase. Moreover, FBR
Management tracks the time its employees spend in performing such due diligence
tasks and is entitled to reimbursement for the allocated portion of the salary
and benefits of such employees. However, (1) the amount of due diligence costs
for which FBR Management receives reimbursement with respect to any asset may
not exceed an arm's length due diligence fee for such asset, and (2) FBR
Management is not entitled to
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reimbursement for any due diligence or employee time costs associated with
investments in securities being underwritten or placed by FBR.
 
  Limits of Responsibility
 
     Under the Management Agreement, FBR Management does not assume any
responsibility other than to render the services called for and is not
responsible for any action of the Board of Directors in following or declining
to follow its advice or recommendations. We have agreed to indemnify FBR
Management, FBR, and their directors and officers with respect to all expenses,
losses, damages, liabilities, demands, charges, and claims arising from acts not
constituting bad faith, willful misconduct, gross negligence, or reckless
disregard of duties, performed in good faith in accordance with and pursuant to
the Management Agreement.
 
     The Management Agreement does not restrict the right of FBR Management or
any of its officers, directors, employees, or FBR to engage in any business or
render services of any kind to any other person, including the purchase of, or
the rendering of advice to others who purchase REIT or other securities or other
assets that meet our policies and criteria.
 
  Term of Management Agreement
 
     The Management Agreement has a term expiring on December 17, 2002. We may
terminate the Management Agreement without cause at any time upon 60 days'
written notice by a majority vote of our independent directors or by a vote of
the holders of a majority of the outstanding shares of common stock. If
terminated, FBR Management will be entitled to all fees accrued through the date
of termination and, as a termination fee, will be entitled to an amount equal to
the sum of the base management fee and incentive management fee earned during
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the twelve months preceding the final day of the calendar quarter last ending
prior to the date of termination. In addition, we have the right to terminate
the Management Agreement without paying a termination fee if FBR Management
violates any material provision of the Management Agreement and fails to cure
the violation.
 
  The Sub-Manager
 
     On February 14, 2000, FBR Management entered into a sub-management
agreement with FIDAC to advise FBR Management with respect to management of our
mortgage-backed securities portfolio. FIDAC replaced Blackrock Financial
Management, Inc. as sub-advisor with respect to our mortgage-backed securities
portfolio. As compensation for rendering services, FIDAC is entitled to a
sub-advisory fee based on the average gross asset value managed by FIDAC. FIDAC
is a registered investment adviser under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.
FIDAC, in its discretion, subject to the supervision of FBR Management and our
Board of Directors, evaluates and monitors our mortgage-backed securities
portfolio. FBR Management may terminate its relationship with FIDAC at any time
in its sole discretion without penalty.
 
     FIDAC is an affiliate of Annaly Mortgage Management, Inc., a mortgage REIT
which is listed for trading on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol
"NLY." At September 20, 2001, we owned approximately 1.36% of the outstanding
common stock of Annaly.
 
TAXATION
 
     The Company has elected to be taxed as a REIT under the federal income tax
laws, commencing with its taxable year ended December 31, 1997, and the Company
intends to continue to operate in a manner consistent with the REIT provisions
of the federal income tax laws. The Company's qualification as a REIT depends on
its ability to meet the various requirements imposed by the federal income tax
laws, through actual operating results, asset holdings, distribution levels, and
diversity of stock ownership.
 
     Provided the Company qualifies for taxation as a REIT, it generally will
not be subject to federal corporate income tax on its net income that is
distributed to shareholders. This treatment substantially eliminates the "double
taxation" (at the corporate and shareholder levels) that generally results from
an investment in a corporation. If the Company fails to qualify as a REIT in any
taxable year, its taxable income
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would be subject to federal income tax at regular corporate rates (including any
applicable alternative minimum tax). Even if the Company qualifies as a REIT, it
will be subject to federal income and excise taxes on its undistributed income.
 
     If in any taxable year the Company fails to qualify as a REIT and, as a
result, incurs additional tax liability, the Company may need to borrow funds or
liquidate certain investments in order to pay the applicable tax, and the
Company would not be compelled to make distributions under the federal income
tax laws. Unless entitled to relief under certain statutory provisions, the
Company would also be disqualified from treatment as a REIT for the four taxable
years following the year during which qualification is lost. Although the
Company currently intends to operate in a manner designated to qualify as a
REIT, it is possible that future economic, market, legal, tax or other
considerations may cause the Company to fail to qualify as a REIT or may cause
the Board of Directors to revoke the Company's REIT election.
 
     The Company and its shareholders may be subject to foreign, state and local
taxation in various foreign, state and local jurisdictions, including those in
which it or they transact business or reside. The state and local tax treatment
of the Company and its shareholders may not conform to the Company's federal
income tax treatment.
 
     REITs are permitted to own up to 100% of the stock of one or more "taxable
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REIT subsidiaries" ("TRSs") beginning on January 1, 2001. A TRS is a fully
taxable corporation that is permitted to engage in activities the income from
which would be nonqualifying income earned by the Company. The Company and its
subsidiary must jointly elect for the subsidiary to be treated as a TRS. A
corporation of which a qualifying TRS directly or indirectly owns more than 35%
of the voting power or value of the stock will automatically be treated as a
TRS. Overall, no more than 20% of the value of the Company's assets may consist
of securities of one or more TRSs. The TRS rules limit the deductibility of
interest paid or accrued by a TRS to the Company to assure that the TRS is
subject to an appropriate level of corporate taxation. Further, the rules impose
a 100% excise tax on transactions between the Company and its TRSs that are not
conducted on an arm's-length basis.
 
     During 2001, the Company acquired a registered broker-dealer from FBR Group
called Pegasus Capital Corporation, made a TRS election for such entity, and
also formed two other TRSs. Pegasus participates in a fee-sharing arrangement
with FBR. The Company's TRSs are subject to corporate income tax on their
taxable income, and such taxable income generally will not be distributed to the
Company's shareholders.
 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
 
  Dividend Payment
 
     On March 14, 2002, we announced that our Board of Directors voted to
declare a first quarter dividend of $1.25 per share, payable on April 15, 2002,
to shareholders of record as of March 28, 2002.
 
  Follow-on Common Stock Offering
 
     On February 1, 2002, we completed the sale of 4,800,000 shares of our
common stock at a price per share of $26.50. The aggregate proceeds to us, net
of underwriting discounts and commissions, totaled approximately $120.8 million.
On February 28, 2002, we completed the sale of an additional 720,000 shares of
our common stock as a result of the underwriters' full exercise of their
over-allotment option. The aggregate proceeds to us, net of the underwriting
discounts and commission, totaled approximately an additional $18.1 million.
 
  Exercise by FBR Management of Remaining Options
 
     On February 15, 2002, FBR Management exercised its remaining options to
purchase 415,805 shares of our common stock at the exercise price of $20 per
share, or $8,316,100. FBR Management has advised us that it has no current
intention to sell any of the shares of our common stock that it has acquired
through option exercises or any of its other shares of our common stock that it
holds for investment purposes.
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  Election of Richard J. Hendrix as Our President
 
     On March 14, 2002, our Board of Directors elected Richard J. Hendrix, our
Chief Operating Officer, to the additional position of President.
 
  Additional Loan
 
     On March 20, 2002, we extended to Oxford Finance Corporation a $10,000,000
loan to fund the extension of equipment leases to five companies primarily in
the pharmaceutical sector. The loan is secured by a first priority lien on the
leased equipment and other collateral. The term of the loan is 60 days. The loan
bears interest at a rate of 12% per annum. We received a $200,000 origination
fee when the loan was funded.
 
  Change of Independent Accountants
 
     On March 14, 2002, we determined not to renew the engagement of our
independent accountants, Arthur Andersen LLP ("Andersen"), and appointed KPMG
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LLP ("KPMG") as our new independent accountants, effective immediately. This
determination followed our decision to seek proposals from independent
accountants to audit our financial statements for the fiscal year ending
December 31, 2002. The decision not to renew the engagement of Andersen and to
retain KPMG was approved by our Board of Directors upon the recommendation of
the Audit Committee of our Board. This change is subject to ratification by our
shareholders at our next annual meeting.
 
  Termination of Sub-Advisory Agreement with Respect to Our Mortgage Assets
 
     On March 22, 2002, Friedman, Billings, Ramsey Investment Management, Inc.
("FBRIM"), our external adviser, notified Fixed Income Discount Advisory
Company, Inc. ("FIDAC"), FBRIM's sub-adviser with respect to the management of
our mortgage-backed securities portfolio, that it had determined to terminate
the sub-advisory agreement with FIDAC. The decision to terminate the
sub-advisory agreement with FIDAC was based on FBRIM's determination, after
consultation with our Board of Directors, that it would be in the best interests
of our shareholders to terminate the sub-advisory agreement in light of the
increased size of our equity capital and mortgage-backed securities portfolio.
The sub-advisory agreement will end in accordance with its terms on April 30,
2002. Concurrently with the end of the sub-advisory agreement, we and FBRIM have
agreed to a reduction of the management fee that we will be required to pay from
0.25% to 0.20% per annum of the average book value of our mortgage assets during
each calendar quarter.
 
  NYSE Original Listing Application
 
     On March 25, 2002, we filed an application to list our common stock for
trading on the New York Stock Exchange. If we are able to list our common stock
on the New York Stock Exchange, we will immediately delist our common stock from
the American Stock Exchange.
 
ITEM 2.  PROPERTIES
 
     The Company occupies a portion of the office space in the headquarters
building of Friedman, Billings, Ramsey Group, Inc. in Arlington, Virginia. The
Company believes that its present facilities are adequate for its current and
presently projected needs.
 
ITEM 3.  LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
 
     The Company is not currently a defendant or plaintiff in any material
lawsuits or arbitrations.
 
     If plaintiffs in any future suits against the Company were to prosecute
their claims successfully, or if the Company were to settle these suits by
making significant payments to the plaintiffs, the Company's operating results
and financial condition could be materially and adversely affected. The Company
carries very limited insurance that may cover only a portion of any such
payments.
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     In addition to these financial costs and risks, the defense of litigation
or arbitration may divert the efforts and attention of the Company's management
and staff, and the Company may incur significant legal expenses in defending
such litigation or arbitration. This may be the case even with respect to claims
and litigation that management believes to be frivolous, and the Company intends
to defend vigorously any frivolous claims against it. The amount of time that
management and other employees may be required to devote in connection with the
defense of litigation could be substantial and might materially divert their
attention from other responsibilities within the Company.
 
     In addition, the Company's charter documents allow indemnification of the
Company's officers, directors and agents to the maximum extent permitted under
Virginia law. The Company has been and in the future may be the subject of
indemnification assertions under these charter documents by officers, directors
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or agents of the Company who are or may become defendants in litigation.
 
ITEM 4.  SUBMISSION OF MATTERS TO VOTE OF SECURITY HOLDERS
 
     None.
 
ITEM 5.  MARKET FOR REGISTRANT'S COMMON EQUITY AND RELATED STOCKHOLDER MATTERS
 
     The principal market for trading the Company's common stock is the American
Stock Exchange. The effective date of the Company's initial public offering was
September 27, 1999. The high sale price of the Company's common stock for the
year ended December 31, 2001, was $28.66 and the low sale price of the Company's
common stock for the year ended December 31, 2001, was $19.75.
 
     According to the records of the Company's transfer agent, the Company had
8.5 million shares outstanding as of December 31, 2001. As of December 31, 2001,
the Company had seven shareholders of record. Because many shares are held by
brokers and other institutions on behalf of shareholders, the Company is unable
to determine the exact number of beneficial shareholders of the Company's common
stock; however, based on information provided to the Company by Investor
Communication Services, a division of Automatic Data Processing Inc., the
Company estimates that it had approximately 5,400 beneficial shareholders as of
the date of this Report.
 
DIVIDENDS & DISTRIBUTION POLICY
 
     To maintain its status as a REIT for federal income tax purposes, the
Company is required to distribute at least 90% of its taxable income, which may
differ materially from its income calculated in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles, to its shareholders each year. In order to
satisfy this requirement, the Company intends to declare regular quarterly
dividends and to distribute any taxable income remaining at the end of a year
with a first quarter dividend in the following year.
 
     The Board of Directors may change the dividend policy at any time. The
Board of Directors will declare dividends based on:
 
     - the taxable income of the Company;
 
     - the financial condition of the Company;
 
     - the distributions required to maintain REIT status and to avoid corporate
       income tax and the 4% excise tax; and
 
     - other factors that the Board of Directors considers relevant.
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     To date, the Company has declared the following dividends:
 

FOR THE PERIOD                                                   TOTAL         PER SHARE
--------------                                                -----------      ---------
                                                                                     
12/15/97-12/31/97...........................................  $   562,045(1)    $0.055
01/01/98-03/31/98...........................................    2,083,165        0.200
04/01/98-06/30/98...........................................    3,072,669        0.295
07/01/98-09/30/98...........................................    3,379,798(2)     0.360
10/01/98-12/31/98(3)........................................    2,563,058        0.300
01/01/99-03/31/99...........................................    2,741,872        0.325
04/01/99-06/30/99...........................................    2,702,498        0.380
07/01/99-09/30/99...........................................    2,844,734        0.400
10/01/99-12/31/99(4)........................................    2,903,718        0.500
01/01/99-12/31/99(5)........................................    1,355,182        0.250
01/01/00-03/31/00...........................................    2,803,475        0.550
04/01/00-06/30/00...........................................    2,553,436        0.600
07/01/00-09/30/00...........................................    2,423,296        0.600
10/01/00-12/31/00(6)........................................    2,356,996        0.600
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10/01/00-12/31/00(6)........................................    2,356,996        0.600
01/01/00-12/31/00(7)........................................    1,374,914        0.350
01/01/01-03/31/01...........................................    2,083,516        0.600
04/01/01-06/30/01...........................................    2,257,143        0.650
07/01/01-09/30/01...........................................    6,386,022        0.800
10/01/01-12/31/01(8)........................................   10,645,659        1.250
                                                              -----------       ------
                                                              $57,093,196       $9.065
                                                              ===========       ======

 
---------------
 
(1) Includes $0.005 dividend declared in June 1998 and paid in July 1998 for
    shareholders of record as of December 31, 1997.
 
(2) Dividend declared and paid in October 1998.
 
(3) Dividend paid in January 1999.
 
(4) Dividend declared December 15, 1999, and paid on January 15, 2000, to
    shareholders of record as of December 31, 1999.
 
(5) Special dividend declared January 31, 2000, and paid on February 25, 2000,
    to shareholders of record as of February 11, 2000.
 
(6) Dividend declared December 14, 2000, and paid on January 16, 2001, to
    shareholders of record as of December 27, 2000.
 
(7) Special dividend declared December 14, 2000, and paid on January 16, 2001,
    to shareholders of record as of December 27, 2000.
 
(8) Dividend declared December 14, 2001, and paid on January 15, 2002, to
    shareholder of record as of December 31, 2001.
 
     Through December 31, 2001, the Company had paid substantially all of its
dividends out of current or accumulated earnings and profits. In 1998, 10% of
the dividends were a return of capital for federal income tax purposes. The
level of quarterly dividends is based on a number of factors and should not be
deemed indicative of taxable income for the quarter in which declared or future
quarters or of income calculated in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles.
 
     Distributions to shareholders will generally be subject to tax as ordinary
income, although in appropriate circumstances a portion of a distribution may be
designated by the Company as capital gain or may be determined to be a tax-free
return of capital. The Company generally does not intend to declare more than a
de minimus amount of dividends that are a return of capital for tax purposes,
except in those instances where companies in which the Company invests determine
that a portion of their dividends are a return of capital. The Company will
furnish annually to each shareholder a statement setting forth distributions
paid during the preceding year and their characterization as ordinary income,
capital gain or return of capital.
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ITEM 6.  SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA
 

                                                           2001          2000          1999
                                                        -----------   -----------   -----------
                                                                                           
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS DATA:
Interest income.......................................  $32,390,594   $18,758,866   $15,823,914
Dividend income.......................................    3,820,985     5,082,191     7,649,935
Fee income............................................    2,875,780
Interest expense......................................   14,612,625    10,935,130     7,920,648
Management fee expense................................    3,494,357     1,078,713     1,329,063
Other expense.........................................      772,152       596,374     1,432,589
Net realized and recognized gains (losses)............    3,330,252    (2,866,360)   (7,648,960)
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Net income............................................   23,065,074     8,364,480     5,142,589
Basic income per share................................         4.27          1.84          0.68
Weighted average basic shares.........................    5,402,150     4,543,532     7,523,715
Diluted income per share..............................         4.17          1.84          0.68
Weighted average diluted shares.......................    5,525,270     4,543,532     7,523,715
Dividends declared per share(1).......................         3.30          2.95          1.61

 

                                                                   2001            2000
                                                              --------------   ------------
                                                                                     
SELECTED BALANCE SHEET DATA:
Mortgage-backed securities, at fair value...................  $1,238,365,511   $154,848,205
Cash and cash equivalents...................................       6,630,379     36,810,566
Investments in equity securities, at fair value.............      61,692,660     28,110,190
Notes receivable............................................       8,000,000      4,000,000
Total assets................................................   1,325,125,218    225,804,067
Repurchase agreements.......................................   1,105,145,000    133,896,000
Total liabilities...........................................   1,121,259,672    138,963,483
Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss)(2)............      15,154,257       (748,691)
Shareholders' equity........................................     203,865,546     86,840,584
Book value per share........................................           23.98          22.36
Common shares issued and outstanding........................       8,502,527      3,884,427

 

                                                         2001           2000           1999
                                                     ------------   ------------   ------------
                                                                                          
OTHER SELECTED DATA
Weighted average daily borrowings..................  $462,952,444   $172,287,472   $143,231,112
Average equity.....................................   133,848,577     90,393,190    130,269,059

 
---------------
 
(1) Dividends are calculated and declared based on estimates of the Company's
    taxable income.
 
(2) Accumulated other comprehensive income or loss includes unrealized net gain
    on mortgage-backed securities of $270,378 as of December 31, 2001, and
    unrealized net loss on mortgage-backed securities of $530,869 as of December
    31, 2000, and unrealized net gain on investments in equity securities of
    $14,883,879 as of December 31. 2001, unrealized net loss on investments in
    equity securities of $217,822 as of December 31, 2000.
 
ITEM 7.  MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS
OF OPERATIONS
 
OVERVIEW
 
     The Company targets investments in real estate assets and real
estate-related companies and, subject to maintaining REIT qualification,
companies unrelated to real estate. The Company has invested, and intends to
continue investing in, whole-pool mortgage-backed securities that are guaranteed
by Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac or Ginnie Mae, mezzanine and senior loans, and equity
securities.
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     As of December 31, 2001, the Company's principal assets were:
 
     - mortgage-backed securities totaling $1.2 billion, which were financed
       with repurchase agreements totaling $1.1 billion;
 
     - investments in equity securities of six companies with an original total
       cost basis of $48.4 million and a total market value of $61.7 million;
       and
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     - a loan to one company for $8.0 million.
 
     A summary of the Company's current investments, cash and cash equivalents
is set forth at the end of this discussion.
 
RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
 
NET INCOME
 
     The Company's sources of revenue are (i) quarterly dividend earnings on its
REIT holdings, (ii) interest earnings on its mortgage-backed securities, notes
receivable, and cash and cash equivalents, (iii) investment banking fee income
and (iv) gains on the sale of mortgage-backed securities and equity investments.
The Company's primary sources of interest income to date have been its
investments in fixed and variable rate mortgage-backed securities and
outstanding loans. Interest income is recorded based on contractual rates of
interest and amortization of any premium or discount associated with the
original purchase. The amount of future contractual interest income received may
be adversely affected in the event of prepayments or defaults on notes payable
or mortgage loans underlying the mortgage-backed securities. Generally, when
interest rates fall, prepayment rates may increase significantly. Accordingly,
the Company's interest income for any given period may not be indicative of that
for future interim or annual periods.
 
THE FOLLOWING DISCUSSION SETS FORTH THE SIGNIFICANT COMPONENTS OF THE COMPANY'S
NET INCOME FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2001 AND 2000
 
     The Company generated net income for the year ended December 31, 2001 of
$23.1 million, or $4.27 per basic share, compared to net income of $8.4 million
or $1.84 per basic share for the corresponding period in 2000. Fully diluted net
income per share for the year ended December 31, 2001 was $4.17 per share,
compared to $1.84 per share for the year ended December 31, 2000. The increase
is primarily due to an increase in net interest income from mortgage-backed
securities and fee income.
 
     The Company's total revenue increased to $39.1 million for the year ended
December 31, 2001, from $23.8 million for the year ended December 31, 2000. The
Company invested the proceeds from its follow-on offering completed on August 2,
2001, on a leveraged basis in mortgage-backed securities, thereby substantially
increasing the portfolio size and interest income generated from the portfolio.
 
     For the year ended December 31, 2001, the weighted average annual yield on
the Company's mortgage-backed securities was 5.81%, compared to 6.68% for the
year ended December 31, 2000. Despite the lower yield, the larger asset base
increased interest revenue $13.6 million or 72% from $18.8 million to $32.4
million.
 
     For the year ended December 31, 2001, the weighted average annual yield on
the Company's equity securities and promissory notes was 12.72%, compared to
15.27% for the year ended December 31, 2000. The average annual yield on all
investments decreased to 6.36% from 8.71%, reflecting the decreasing mix of
promissory notes and dividend paying equity securities during 2001 from the
levels of 2000. Dividend income decreased by $1.3 million or 25%.
 
     During 2001, pursuant to an agreement completed during 2001 with Friedman,
Billings, Ramsey & Co., Inc., the Company earned $2.9 million in fees from three
investment banking transactions and one unfunded commitment that it facilitated.
 
     The Company's interest expense increased $3.7 million or 34% from $10.9
million in 2000 to $14.6 million for the year ended December 31, 2001. This
represents 77.4% of the total expenses for the current period and 86.7% of the
total expenses for prior period. The increase in interest expense reflects the
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168.7% increase in the weighted average borrowing under repurchase agreements to
$462.9 million from $172.3 million offset by a reduction in our average interest
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rate from 6.33% to 3.16%.
 
     Management fees increased $2.4 million (218%) for the year ended December
31, 2001, to $3.5 million from $1.1 million for the year ended December 31,
2000. The majority of the increase was due to the Company recording $1.7 million
in incentive management fees during the year. The incentive fee is based on the
company's performance over the preceding 12-month period.
 
     Professional fees and other expenses consist primarily of legal, accounting
and directors fees. Professional fees and other expenses were $772,152 for the
year ended December 31, 2001, and $596,374 for the year ended December 31, 2000.
The increased fees are primarily attributable to increased directors fees
associated with the granting of in-the-money stock options during 2001.
 
     The Company recorded a provision for income taxes on the net income of its
taxable REIT subsidiaries. During 2001, the Company acquired a registered
broker-dealer from FBR Group called Pegasus Capital Corporation and also
established two other taxable REIT subsidiaries. Pegasus participates in a
fee-sharing arrangement with FBR. The payments Pegasus and the other taxable
REIT subsidiaries receive will generally be taxed at normal corporate rates and
will generally not be distributed to our shareholders. At December 31, 2001, the
Company had recorded $473,403 in income taxes payable from income received by
Pegasus and a related taxable REIT subsidiary.
 
THE FOLLOWING DISCUSSION SETS FORTH THE SIGNIFICANT COMPONENTS OF THE COMPANY'S
NET INCOME FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2000 AND 1999
 
     The Company had net income for the year ended December 31, 2000 of $8.4
million, or $1.84 per basic and diluted share, compared to net income of $5.1
million or $0.68 per basic and diluted share for the corresponding period in
1999. The increase is primarily due to the reduction in recognized losses on
available-for-sale equity securities.
 
     The Company's total revenue increased to $23.8 million for the year ended
December 31, 2000, from $23.5 million for the year ended December 31, 1999. This
increase is primarily attributable to the Company's increased investment in
mortgage-backed securities throughout most of 2000 and a corresponding increase
in the average yield received on these mortgage-backed securities.
 
     For the year ended December 31, 2000, the weighted average annual yield on
the Company's mortgage-backed securities was 6.68%, compared to 6.51% for the
year ended December 31, 1999.
 
     The weighted average annual yield on FBR Asset's equity securities and
promissory notes was 15.27% during 2000, compared to 11.20% for the year ended
December 31, 1999. The average annual yield on all investments increased to
8.71% from 8.08%. The increase reflects the increased investment in higher
yielding promissory notes and higher yielding mortgage backed securities.
 
     The Company incurred interest expense of $10.9 million for the year ended
December 31, 2000. This represents 86.7% of the total expenses for the period.
The Company incurred interest expense of $7.9 million for the year ended
December 31, 1999, which represents 74.2% of the total expenses for that period.
The $3.0 million increase in interest expense reflects the 20.3% increase in the
weighted average borrowing under repurchase agreements to $172.3 million from
$143.2 million and a corresponding increase in the borrowing rate for the year
ended December 31, 2000 compared to the year ended December 31, 1999.
 
     Management fees for the year ended December 31, 2000, were $1.1 million
compared to $1.3 million for the year ended December 31, 1999. The decrease is
due to the Company's increased investment in mortgage-backed securities
throughout most of 2000, and a corresponding reduction in the Company's other
assets. The Company increased its mortgage-backed securities portfolio starting
during the fourth quarter of 1999. The management fee is based on the Company's
assets, and is a lower percentage for mortgage-backed assets relative to other
investments.
 
     Professional fees and other expenses consist primarily of legal and
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accounting fees. Professional fees and other expenses were $596,374 for the year
ended December 31, 2000, and $1.4 million for the year ended
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December 31, 1999. The decreased fees are attributable to the reduction of legal
and audit fees incurred in connection with the Company's registration of the
Company's stock in September, 1999.
 
CHANGES IN FINANCIAL CONDITION
 
MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITIES AVAILABLE-FOR-SALE
 
     The Company invests primarily in mortgage-backed securities that are agency
pass-through securities representing a 100% interest in the underlying
conforming mortgage loans. Conforming loans comply with the underwriting
requirements for purchase by Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and Ginnie Mae. These
securities bear little risk of credit loss due to defaults because they are
guaranteed by Ginnie Mae, Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac.
 
     The Company held mortgage-backed securities of $1.2 billion as of December
31, 2001. The Company held mortgage-backed securities of $154.8 million on
December 31, 2000.
 
     Premium and discount balances associated with the purchase of
mortgage-backed securities are amortized as a decrease or increase in interest
income over the life of the security. At December 31, 2001, the amount of
unamortized premium, net of discounts, recorded in the Company's statement of
financial condition was $25.4 million. At December 31, 2000, the amount of
unamortized premium, net of discounts, recorded in the Company's statement of
financial condition was $1.7 million.
 
     Given the Company's current portfolio composition, if mortgage principal
repayment rates increase over the life of the mortgage-backed securities
comprising the current portfolio, all other factors being equal, the Company's
effective interest rate would decrease, as the Company would be required to
amortize its net premium balance into income over a shorter time period.
Similarly, if mortgage principal repayment rates decrease over the life of the
mortgage-backed securities, all other factors being equal, the Company's
effective interest rate would increase, as the Company would be required to
amortize its net premium balance over a longer time period.
 
     The Company received mortgage principal repayments equal to $158.2 million
for the year ended December 31, 2001. The Company received mortgage principal
repayments equal to $23.7 million for the year ended December 31, 2000.
 
     At December 31, 2001, $14.9 million of net unrealized gains on equity
securities and $0.3 million of net unrealized gains on mortgage-backed
securities, including unrealized losses on the interest rate swap, were included
in the Company's statement of financial condition as accumulated other
comprehensive loss. At December 31, 2000, $0.2 million of net unrealized losses
on equity securities and $0.5 million of net unrealized losses on
mortgage-backed securities were included in the Company's statement of financial
condition as accumulated other comprehensive loss. See "Stockholders' Equity"
elsewhere in "Management's Discussion and Analysis".
 
REPURCHASE AGREEMENTS
 
     To date, the Company's debt has consisted mainly of borrowings
collateralized by a pledge of most of the Company's mortgage-backed securities.
The Company has obtained, and believes it will be able to continue to obtain,
short-term financing in amounts and at interest rates consistent with the
Company's financing objectives.
 
     The Company had $1.1 billion outstanding under repurchase agreements with
several financial institutions on December 31, 2001. The Company had $133.9
million outstanding under repurchase agreements on December 31, 2000. At
December 31, 2001, the ratio of the Company's repurchase agreement to
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shareholder's equity was 5.42 to 1.
 
     At December 31, 2001, the remaining term to maturity of the Company's
borrowings had been limited to 36 days with a weighted average remaining
maturity of 15 days and a weighted average cost of funds on outstanding
borrowings of 1.87%.
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     At December 31, 2000, the remaining term to maturity of the Company's
borrowings had been limited to 33 days with a weighted average remaining
maturity of 16 days and a weighted average cost of funds on outstanding
borrowings of 6.57%.
 
CONTRACTUAL COMMITMENTS
 
     The Company is a party to an interest rate swap agreement to offset the
potential adverse effects of rising interest rates under some of its short-term
repurchase agreements. That agreement is with Lehman Brothers Special Financing
Inc. ("Lehman"). Under the swap agreement with Lehman, the Company receives
quarterly payments of interest based on three-month LIBOR and remits semi-annual
payments based on a fixed interest rate of approximately 4.97% based upon the
$50 million notional amount of the swap.
 
     The swap became effective on July 27, 2001, and matures on July 27, 2004.
At December 31, 2001, the interest rate payable to the Company by Lehman was
2.28%. The timing of quarterly receipts under the swap approximates the timing
of the repricing dates for the repurchase agreements. The payments received
under the swap agreement have substantially offset the interest payments under
the repurchase agreements. In some circumstances, the Company may be required to
provide collateral to secure its obligations under the interest rate swap
agreement or may be entitled to receive collateral from the counterparty to the
swap agreement. At December 31, 2001, $783,774 of collateral was required under
the interest rate swap agreement.
 
CAPITAL RESOURCES AND LIQUIDITY
 
     Liquidity is a measurement of the Company's ability to meet potential cash
requirements including ongoing commitments to repay borrowings, fund
investments, loan acquisition and lending activities, and for other general
business purposes. The primary sources of funds for liquidity consist of
repurchase agreements and maturities, distributions or interest and principal
payments on mortgage-backed securities, loans and equity securities, and
proceeds from sales of those securities. To date, proceeds from the issuance of
common stock and repurchase agreements have provided the Company with sufficient
funding for its investment needs. Potential future sources of liquidity for the
Company include existing cash balances, borrowing capacity through margin
accounts, and future issuances of common stock, preferred stock or debt. The
Company believes that its existing cash balances, borrowing capacity through
margin accounts and borrowing capacity under collateralized repurchase
agreements will be sufficient to meet its investment objectives and fund
operating expenses for at least the next twelve months. The Company may,
however, seek debt or equity financings, in public or private transactions, to
provide capital for corporate purposes and/or additional investment
opportunities. There can be no assurance that the Company will be able to
generate sufficient funds from future operations, or raise sufficient debt or
equity on acceptable terms, to take advantage of investment opportunities that
become available. Should the Company's needs ever exceed these sources of
liquidity, management believes the Company's mortgage-backed securities could be
sold, in most circumstances, to provide cash.
 
     For the year ended December 31, 2001, the Company's operating activities
resulted in net cash flows of $19.2 million. The primary source of operating
cash flow was interest on mortgage-backed securities, interest on notes
receivable and dividends from REIT investments. For the year ended December 31,
2000, the Company's operating activities provided net cash flows of $13.9
million. For the year ended December 31, 1999, the Company's operating
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activities provided net cash flows of $9.7 million.
 
     For the year ended December 31, 2001, the Company's investing activities
resulted in net cash used of $1.1 billion compared to net cash provided for the
year ended December 31, 2000 of $134.8 million. The increase is primarily
attributable to purchases of mortgage-backed securities during 2001. For the
year ended December 31, 1999, the Company's investing activities resulted in net
cash used of $82.6 million.
 
     For the year ended December 31, 2001, net cash provided by the Company's
financing activities was $1.1 billion compared to net cash used in financing
activities for the year ended December 31, 2000, of $125.3 million. The change
is primarily attributable to an increase in borrowings under repurchase
agreements used to fund mortgage-backed securities purchases and the Company's
August 2001 follow-on common stock
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offering. For the year ended December 31, 1999, net cash provided by the
Company's financing activities was $45.2 million.
 
SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
 
     The Company accounts for its investments in mortgage-backed securities and
other equity instruments in accordance with Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards ("SFAS") No. 115, "Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and
Equity Securities." Under SFAS 115, the Company has classified these investments
as "available-for-sale." Securities classified as available for sale are
reported at fair value, with temporary unrealized gains and losses excluded from
earnings and reported as a separate component of stockholders' equity as
accumulated other comprehensive income.
 
     Also in accordance with SFAS 115, management must regularly evaluate
whether declines in the market value of its securities available-for-sale are
other than temporary. In performing this evaluation, the Company looks to the
financial condition and business performance of each investment relative to that
expected at the time of purchase. The Company also evaluates overall economic
and industry-specific conditions.
 
     If the Company determines that declines are other than temporary, it
records a charge against income for the difference between an investment's cost
basis and its estimated fair value. As of December 31, 2001, the value of the
equity securities in the Company's portfolio had increased from $48.4 million as
of the date the investments were made to $61.7 million. Increases and declines
have been recorded as accumulated other comprehensive income in the statement of
financial condition. In 2001, the Company recognized and charged to income
losses of $0.5 million on its investment in Prime Retail preferred. In 2000, the
Company recognized and charged to income losses of $5.6 million on its
investments in Encompass Services Corporation, Resource Asset Investment Trust,
and Prime Retail, Inc. In 1999, the Company realized and charged to income
losses of $10.9 million on its investments in Imperial Credit Commercial
Mortgage Investment Corp. and Anthracite Capital Corp.
 
     As a result of "mark-to-market" accounting treatment, the book value and
book value per share of the Company are likely to fluctuate far more than those
of companies who do not make investments in marketable and non-marketable debt
and equity securities. As a result, comparisons with these companies may not be
meaningful.
 
     The Company repurchased shares of it's common stock in 2001, 2000 and 1999:
 

                                                                             AVERAGE PRICE
YEAR                                                SHARES        COST         PER SHARE
----                                               ---------   -----------   -------------
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2001.............................................    411,900   $ 8,334,135      $20.23
2000.............................................  1,921,909   $25,420,635      $13.23
1999.............................................  2,737,191   $37,142,146      $13.57

 
CRITICAL ACCOUNTING POLICIES
 
     The Company's significant accounting policies are described in Note 2 of
the Consolidated Financial Statements. The Company believes its most critical
accounting policies (a critical accounting policy being one that is both very
important to the portrayal of the Company's financial condition and results of
operations and requires management's most difficult, subjective or complex
judgments) are the effective interest rate method the Company uses to recognize
interest income on the mortgage-backed securities and the impairment assessment
it applies to equity securities.
 
     Interest income incudes contractual interest payments adjusted for the
amortization of premiums or discounts recorded upon purchase. Changes in
estimated yields for mortgage-backed securities result primarily from changes in
the timing and amount of actual cash flows that are impacted by interest rate
changes and prepayment speeds. Changes in the estimated yields are recognized
over the estimated remaining life of the investment, based on the experience to
date, as well as expected future returns. The mortgage-backed portfolio had
$25.4 million of net premium at December 31, 2001. Generally, if future
prepayment speeds occur faster
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than estimated the effective yield on the mortgage-backed portfolio should
decrease, and conversely, if prepayment speeds occur slower than estimated, the
effective yield should increase.
 
     The Company evaluates its investments in equity securities for "other than
temporary" impairment. If it is determined that an investment is impaired then
the amount that the fair value of the investment is below its cost basis is
recorded as an impairment charge and recorded through earnings as opposed to
through other comprehensive income as temporary changes in fair value would be.
The value of the Company's equity investments can fluctuate significantly as is
seen in the significant appreciation of fair value during 2001. Generally, when
an equity security's fair value has been below its cost basis for an extended
period of time the Company will record an impairment charge.
 
MARKET RISK
 
     Market risk generally represents the risk of loss that can result from a
change in the prices of equity securities in the equity market, a change in the
value of financial instruments as a result of changes in interest rates, a
change in the volatility of interest rates or, a change in the credit rating of
an issuer. The Company is exposed to the following market risks as a result of
its investments in mortgage-backed securities and equity investments. None of
these investments are held for trading purposes.
 
INTEREST RATE RISK
 
     The Company is subject to interest rate risk as a result of its investments
in mortgage-backed securities and its financing with repurchase agreements, all
of which are interest rate sensitive financial instruments. The Company is
exposed to interest rate risk that fluctuates based on changes in the level or
volatility of interest rates and mortgage prepayments and in the shape and slope
of the yield curve. The Company attempts to hedge a portion of its exposure to
interest rate risk primarily through the use of interest rate swaps.
 
     The Company's primary risk is related to changes in both short and long
term interest rates, which affect the Company in several ways. As interest rates
increase, the market value of the mortgage-backed securities decline, prepayment
rates may slow and durations may extend. The Company finances its investments in
mortgage-backed securities through repurchase agreements. If short-term interest
rates increase, the Company's profit margin in mortgage-backed securities may
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decrease.
 
     During 1998, the Financial Accounting Standards Board ("FASB") issued SFAS
No. 133 "Accounting for Derivative Instruments and for Hedging Activities" ("FAS
133"). In June 1999, the FASB issued Statement No. 137, "Accounting for
Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities-Deferral of the Effective Date of
FASB Statement No. 133". In June 2000, the FASB issued Statement 138,
"Accounting for Certain Derivative Instruments and Certain Hedging Activities",
an amendment of FASB Statement No. 133. FAS 133, as amended, establishes
accounting and reporting standards for derivative investments and for hedging
activities. It requires that an entity recognize all derivatives as either
assets or liabilities in the statement of financial position and measure those
instruments at fair value. If certain conditions are met, a derivative may be
specifically designated as a hedge. The accounting for the changes in the fair
value of a derivative depends on the intended use of the derivative and the
resulting designation.
 
     Under FAS 133, changes in the fair value of derivatives are recorded each
period in current earnings or other comprehensive income, depending on whether a
derivative is designated as part of a hedge transaction and, if it is, depending
on the type of hedge transaction. For fair value hedge transactions, changes in
the fair value of the derivative instrument and changes in the fair value of the
hedged item due to the risk being hedged are recorded through the income
statement. For cash-flow hedge transactions, effective changes in the fair value
of the derivative instrument are reported in other comprehensive income while
ineffective changes are recorded through the income statement. The gains and
losses on cash flow hedge transactions that are reported in other comprehensive
income are reclassified to earnings in the periods in which earnings are
effected by the hedged cash flows.
 
     As previously discussed, the Company uses interest rate swaps to hedge the
variability in interest payments associated with the variable rate repurchase
agreements. Prior to SFAS 133, the Company did not
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record the value of these swaps on the balance sheet. The Company has determined
that the interest rate swap is an effective hedge under FAS 133 and as a result
the interest rate swap will be carried at fair value as a cash flow hedge. The
Company adopted FAS 133 on January 1, 2001. In accordance with the transition
provisions of FAS 133, the Company recorded a cumulative-effect-type gain of
$137,949 through other comprehensive income to recognize at fair value the
interest rate swap designated as a cash flow hedge.
 
     The table that follows shows the expected change in market value for the
Company's current mortgage-backed securities and interest rate swaps under
several interest rate "shocks." Interest rates are defined by the U.S. Treasury
yield curve. The changes in rates are assumed to occur instantaneously. It is
further assumed that the changes in rates occur uniformly across the yield curve
and that the level of LIBOR changes by the same amount as the yield curve.
Actual changes in market conditions are likely to be different from these
assumptions.
 
     Changes in value are measured as percentage changes form their respective
values presented in the column labeled "Value at 12/31/01." Actual results could
differ significantly from these estimates.
 
     The change in value of the mortgage-backed securities also incorporates
assumptions regarding prepayments, which are based on a proprietary model. This
model forecasts prepayment speeds based, in part, on each security's issuing
agency (Fannie Mae, Ginnie Mae or Freddie Mac), coupon, age, prior exposure to
refinancing opportunities, the interest rate distribution of the underlying
loans, and an overall analysis of historical prepayment patterns under a variety
of past interest rate conditions.
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                                                        VALUE AT                       VALUE AT
                                                      12/30/01 WITH                  12/31/01 WITH
                                                     100 BASIS POINT                100 BASIS POINT
                                    VALUE AT           INCREASE IN     PERCENT        DECREASE IN        PERCENT
                                  12/30/01(1)        INTEREST RATES    CHANGE       INTEREST RATES       CHANGE
                                 --------------      ---------------   -------      ---------------      -------
                                                                                                                  
ASSETS
  Mortgage securities..........  $1,238,365,511      $1,202,541,940      (2.89)%    $1,258,759,791         1.65%
  Other........................      86,759,707          86,759,707         --          86,759,707
                                 --------------      --------------                 --------------
       TOTAL ASSETS............  $1,325,125,218      $1,289,301,647      (2.70)%    $1,345,519,498         1.54%
                                 ==============      ==============                 ==============
LIABILITIES
  Interest rate swap...........  $   (2,022,958)(2)  $     (927,275)                $   (3,340,582)
  Other........................   1,123,282,630       1,123,282,630                  1,123,282,630
                                 --------------      --------------                 --------------
       TOTAL LIABILITIES.......   1,121,259,672       1,122,355,355       0.10%      1,119,942,048        (0.12)%
                                 --------------      --------------                 --------------
SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
  Common stock.................          85,025              85,025                         85,025
  Paid-in-capital..............     206,916,930         206,916,930                    206,916,930
  Accumulated other
    comprehensive income
    (loss).....................      15,154,257         (21,764,997)   (243.62)%        36,866,161       143.27%
  Retained earnings
    (deficit)..................     (18,290,666)        (18,290,666)                   (18,290,666)
                                 --------------      --------------                 --------------
  TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY...     203,865,546         166,946,292     (18.11)%       225,577,450        10.65%
                                 --------------      --------------                 --------------
  TOTAL LIABILITIES AND
    SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY.......  $1,325,125,218      $1,289,301,647                 $1,345,519,498
                                 ==============      ==============                 ==============

 
---------------
 
(1) Includes Accrued Interest.
 
(2) The fair value of the interest rate swap is based on counter party quotes as
    of December 31, 2001. As of December 31, 2001, interest payments received
    under the swap agreement were based on an interest rate of 2.28% while
    interest payments made were based on an interest rate of 4.97%.
 
     As shown above, the portfolio generally will benefit less from a decline in
interest rates than it will be negatively affected by a same scale increase in
interest rates. This may effectively limit an investor's upside potential
opportunity in a market rally.
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     The value of the Company's investments in other companies is also likely to
be affected by significant changes in interest rates. First, many of the
companies are exposed to risks similar to those identified above as being
applicable to the Company's direct investments. Second, the REITs in which the
Company has invested tend to trade on a yield basis. As interest rates increase,
the yield required by investors in REITs, thrifts and other financial
institutions increases with the result that market values decline. Finally,
changes in interest rates often affect market prices of equity securities
generally. Because each of the companies in which the Company invests has its
own interest rate risk management process, it is not feasible for us to quantify
the potential impact that interest rate changes would have on the stock price or
the future dividend payments by any of the companies in which the Company has
invested.
 
EQUITY PRICE RISK
 
     The Company is exposed to equity price risk as a result of its investments
in equity securities of REITs and other real estate related companies. Equity
price risk changes as the volatility of equity prices change or the values of
corresponding equity indices change.
 
     While it is impossible to project exactly what factors may affect the
prices of equity sectors and how much that might be, the table below illustrates
the impact a ten percent increase and a ten percent decrease in the price of the
equities held by the Company would have on the value of the total assets and the
book value of the Company as of December 31, 2001.
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                                                         VALUE AT                      VALUE AT
                                       VALUE AT        DECEMBER 31,                  DECEMBER 31,
                                     DECEMBER 31,      2001 WITH 10%     PERCENT     2001 WITH 10%     PERCENT
                                         2001        INCREASE IN PRICE   CHANGE    DECREASE IN PRICE   CHANGE
                                    --------------   -----------------   -------   -----------------   -------
                                                                                                                
ASSETS
  Equity securities...............  $   61,692,660    $   67,861,926      10.00%    $   55,523,394     (10.00)%
  Other...........................   1,263,432,558     1,263,432,558         --      1,263,432,558         --
                                    --------------    --------------                --------------
       TOTAL ASSETS...............  $1,325,125,218    $1,331,294,484       0.47%    $1,318,955,952      (0.47)%
                                    ==============    ==============                ==============
LIABILITIES.......................  $1,121,259,672    $1,121,259,672         --     $1,121,259,672         --
SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
  Common stock....................  $       85,025    $       85,025         --     $       85,025         --
  Paid-in-capital.................     206,916,930       206,916,930         --        206,916,930         --
  Accumulated comprehensive
    income........................      15,154,257        21,323,523      40.71%         8,984,991     (40.71)%
  Retained earnings (deficit).....     (18,290,666)      (18,290,666)        --        (18,290,666)        --
                                    --------------    --------------                --------------
    TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY....     203,865,546       210,034,812       3.03%       197,696,280      (3.03)%
                                    --------------    --------------                --------------
    TOTAL LIABILITIES AND
       SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY.......  $1,325,125,218    $1,331,294,484       0.47%    $1,318,955,952      (0.47)%
                                    ==============    ==============                ==============
BOOK VALUE PER SHARE..............  $        23.98    $        24.70       3.03%    $        23.25      (3.03)%

 
     Except to the extent that the Company sells its equity investments, an
increase or decrease in the market value of those assets will not directly
affect the Company's earnings, although an increase or decrease in the market
value of the assets owned by the companies in which the Company invests.
Consequently, if those companies' earnings are affected by changes in the market
value of their assets, that could in turn impact their ability to pay dividends,
which could in turn affect the Company's earnings. If the Company had sold all
of its equity investments on December 31, 2001, the Company would have incurred
a gain of approximately $14.9 million which would have been credited to
earnings.
 
EVENTS SINCE DECEMBER 31, 2001
 
  Dividend Payment
 
     On March 14, 2002, the Company announced that its Board of Directors voted
to declare a first quarter dividend of $1.25 per share, payable on April 15,
2002, to shareholders of record as of March 28, 2002.
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  Follow-on Common Stock Offering
 
     On February 1, 2002, the Company completed the sale of 4,800,000 shares of
its common stock at a price per share of $26.50. The aggregate proceeds to the
Company, net of underwriting discounts and commissions, totaled approximately
$120.8 million. On February 28, 2002, the Company completed the sale of an
additional 720,000 shares of its common stock as a result of the underwriters'
full exercise of their over-allotment option. The aggregate proceeds to the
Company, net of the underwriting discounts and commission, totaled approximately
an additional $18.1 million.
 
  Exercise by FBR Management of Remaining Options
 
     On February 15, 2002, FBR Management exercised its remaining options to
purchase 415,805 shares of the Company's common stock at the exercise price of
$20 per share, or $8,316,100. FBR Management has advised the Company that it has
no current intention to sell any of the shares of the Company's common stock
that it has acquired through option exercises or any of its other shares of the
Company's common stock that it holds for investment purposes.
 
  Additional Loan
 
     On March 20, 2002, the Company extended to Oxford Finance Corporation a
$10,000,000 loan to fund the extension of equipment leases to five companies
primarily in the pharmaceutical sector. The loan is secured by a first priority
lien on the leased equipment and other collateral. The term of the loan is 60
days. The loan bears interest at a rate of 12% per annum. The Company received a
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$200,000 origination fee when the loan was funded.
 
  Change of Independent Accountants
 
     On March 14, 2002, the Company determined not to renew the engagement of
our independent accountants, Arthur Andersen LLP ("Andersen"), and appointed
KPMG LLP ("KPMG") as its new independent accountants, effective immediately.
This determination followed the Company's decision to seek proposals from
independent accountants to audit its financial statements for the fiscal year
ending December 31, 2002. The decision not to renew the engagement of Andersen
and to retain KPMG was approved by the Company's Board of Directors upon the
recommendation of the Audit Committee of the Company's Board.
 
  Termination of Sub-Advisory Agreement with Respect to the Company's Mortgage
Assets
 
     On March 22, 2002, Friedman, Billings, Ramsey Investment Management, Inc.
("FBRIM"), the Company's external adviser, notified Fixed Income Discount
Advisory Company, Inc. ("FIDAC"), FBRIM's sub-adviser with respect to the
management of the Company's mortgage-backed securities portfolio, that it had
determined to terminate the sub-advisory agreement with FIDAC. The decision to
terminate the sub-advisory agreement with FIDAC was based on FBRIM's
determination, after consultation with the Company's Board of Directors, that it
would be in the best interests of the Company and its shareholders to terminate
the sub-advisory agreement in light of the increased size of the Company's
equity capital and mortgage-backed securities portfolio. The sub-advisory
agreement will end in accordance with its terms on April 30, 2002. Concurrently
with the end of the sub-advisory agreement, FBR Asset and FBRIM have agreed to a
reduction of the management fee that the Company will be required to pay from
0.25% to 0.20% per annum of the average book value of the Company's mortgage
assets during each calendar quarter.
 
  New York Stock Exchange Original Listing Application
 
     On March 25, 2002, the Company filed an application to list its common
stock for trading on the New York Stock Exchange. If the Company is able to list
its common stock on the New York Stock Exchange, the Company will immediately
delist its common stock from the American Stock Exchange.
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ITEM 8.  FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
 
     The information required by Item 8 is set forth in Item 14 of this report.
 
ITEM 9.  CHANGES IN AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
 
     None.
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                                    PART II
 
ITEM 10.  DIRECTORS AND EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF THE REGISTRANT
 
     The information regarding directors required by this Item 10 is
incorporated by reference to the Company's definitive Proxy Statement for its
annual meeting of shareholders to be held on May 23, 2002, under the headings
"Proposal No. 1 -- Election of Directors" and "Section 16 (a) Beneficial
Ownership Reporting Compliance." Information regarding executive officers found
under the heading "Business -- Employees and Executive Officers of the Company"
in Part I hereof is also incorporated by reference into this Item 10.
 
ITEM 11.  EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
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     The information required by this Item 11 is incorporated by reference to
the Company's definitive Proxy Statement for its annual meeting of shareholders
to be held on May 23, 2002, under the heading "Executive Compensation."
 
ITEM 12.  SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT
 
     The information required by this Item 12 is incorporated by reference to
the Company's definitive Proxy Statement for its annual meeting of shareholders
to be held on May 23, 2002 under the heading "Security Ownership of Certain
Beneficial Owners and Management."
 
ITEM 13.  CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS
 
     The information required by this Item 13 is incorporated by reference to
the Company's definitive proxy statement for its annual meeting of shareholders
to be held on or around May 23, 2002, under the heading "Certain Relationships
and Related Transactions."
 
                                    PART III
 
ITEM 14.  EXHIBITS, FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES, AND REPORTS ON FORM 8-K
 
     (a) 1. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS.  The following consolidated financial
statements of the Company included in the Company's Annual Report to
Shareholders for the year ended December 31, 2001, filed as Exhibit 13.01 to
this Form 10-K, are incorporated by reference into this Item 14:
 

                                                               PAGES
                                                               -----
                                                                    
Report of Independent Public Accountants....................    F-2
Statements of Financial Condition as of December 31, 2001
  and 2000..................................................    F-3
Statements of Income for the Years ended December 31, 2001,
  2000 and 1999.............................................    F-4
Statements of Changes in Shareholders' Equity for the Years
  ended December 31, 2001, 2000 and 1999....................    F-5
Statements of Cash Flows for the Years ended December 31,
  2001, 2000 and 1999.......................................    F-6
Notes to Financial Statements...............................    F-7

 
     2. All schedules are omitted because they are not required or because the
information is shown in the financial statements or notes thereto.
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     3. Following is a list of exhibits to this Form 10-K, which are
incorporated by reference into this Item 14.
 

EXHIBIT
NUMBER                           EXHIBIT TITLE
-------                          -------------
               
3.01      Registrant's Articles of Incorporation.*
3.02      Registrant's bylaws.*
4.01      Form of Specimen Certificate for Registrant's Common Stock.*
4.02      Form of Senior Indenture.*****
4.03      Form of Senior Debt Security.*****
4.04      Form of Subordinated Indenture.*****
4.05      Form of Subordinated Debt Security.*****
10.01     Management Agreement, dated December 17, 1997, by and
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10.01     Management Agreement, dated December 17, 1997, by and
          between the Company and Friedman, Billings, Ramsey
          Investment Management, Inc.*
10.02     Agreement to Extend and Amend Management Agreement, dated
          December 17, 1999, by and between the Company and Friedman,
          Billings, Ramsey Investment Management, Inc.**
10.03     Agreement to Extend and Amend Management Agreement, dated
          December 17, 2000, by and between the Company and Friedman,
          Billings, Ramsey Investment Management, Inc.***
10.04     Agreement to Extend and Amend Management Agreement dated
          December 17, 2001, by and between the Company and Friedman,
          Billings, Ramsey Investment Management, Inc.*****
10.05     License Agreement, dated December 17, 1997, by and between
          the Company and Friedman, Billings, Ramsey Group, Inc.*
10.06     Stock Option Agreement, dated December 17, 1997, by and
          between the Company and Friedman, Billings, Ramsey
          Investment Management, Inc.*
10.07     Sub-Management Agreement, dated February 14, 2000, by and
          between Friedman, Billings, Ramsey Investment Management,
          Inc. and Fixed Income Discount Advisory Company, Inc.**
10.08     Stock Incentive Plan.*
10.09     Letter Agreement, dated July 9, 2001, by and among FBR, FBR
          Asset and Pegasus.****
13.01     Annual Report to Shareholders for the Year ended December
          31, 2001.
21.01     List of Subsidiaries of the Registrant.*****
99.01     Risks of Investing in the Registrant.
99.02     Representation Pursuant to Temporary Note 3T to Article 3 of
          Regulation S-X.

 
---------------
 
*      Filed with the SEC as part of the Company's Registration Statement on
       Form S-11, as amended, Registration No. 333-67343.
 
**    Filed as an exhibit to the Company's Annual Report on Form 10-K for the
      fiscal year ended December 31, 1999, filed with the SEC on March 30, 2000.
 
***   Filed as an exhibit to the Company's Annual Report on Form 10-K for the
      fiscal year ended December 31, 2000, filed with the SEC on April 2, 2001.
 
****  Filed as an exhibit to FBR Asset's Registration Statement on Form S-11, as
      amended, Registration No. 333-63344.
 
***** Filed as an exhibit to FBR Asset's Registration Statement on Form S-3, as
      amended, Registration No. 333-75408.
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                    REPORT OF INDEPENDENT PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
 
To the Shareholders of FBR Asset Investment Corporation:
 
     We have audited the accompanying statements of financial condition of FBR
Asset Investment Corporation (the "Company") as of December 31, 2001 and 2000,
and the related statements of income, changes in shareholders' equity and cash
flows for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2001. These
financial statements are the responsibility of the Company's management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on
our audits.
 
     We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally
accepted in the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements
are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An
audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
 
     In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly,
in all material respects, the financial position of FBR Asset Investment
Corporation as of December 31, 2001 and 2000, and the results of its operations
and its cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended December 31,
2001 in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States.
 
                                          /S/ ARTHUR ANDERSEN LLP
 
Vienna, Virginia
January 31, 2002
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                        FBR ASSET INVESTMENT CORPORATION
 
                       STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION
                 AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2001 AND DECEMBER 31, 2000
 

                                                                  AS OF           AS OF
                                                               DECEMBER 31,    DECEMBER 31,
                                                                   2001            2000
                                                              --------------   ------------
                                                                                     
ASSETS
  Mortgage-backed securities, pledged as collateral, at fair
     value..................................................  $1,188,730,763   $144,867,416
  Mortgage-backed securities, at fair value.................      49,634,748      9,980,789
  Investments in equity securities, at fair value...........      61,692,660     28,110,190
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  Investments in equity securities, at fair value...........      61,692,660     28,110,190
  Cash and cash equivalents.................................       6,630,379     36,810,566
  Note receivable...........................................       8,000,000      4,000,000
  Dividends, interest and fees receivable...................      10,241,837      1,813,478
  Prepaid expenses and other assets.........................         194,831        221,628
                                                              --------------   ------------
          TOTAL ASSETS......................................  $1,325,125,218   $225,804,067
                                                              ==============   ============
 
LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
LIABILITIES:
  Repurchase agreements.....................................  $1,105,145,000   $133,896,000
  Interest rate swap........................................       1,159,167             --
  Interest payable..........................................       2,177,892        844,841
  Dividends payable.........................................      10,645,659      3,731,911
  Management fees payable...................................       1,117,458         78,727
  Accounts payable and accrued expenses.....................         505,549        237,218
  Income taxes payable......................................         473,403             --
  Other.....................................................          35,544        174,786
                                                              --------------   ------------
          TOTAL LIABILITIES.................................   1,121,259,672    138,963,483
                                                              --------------   ------------
SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY:
  Preferred stock, par value $.01 per share, 50,000,000
     shares authorized......................................              --             --
  Common stock, par value $.01 per share, 200,000,000 shares
     authorized, 8,502,527 and 3,884,427 shares issued and
     outstanding as of December 31, 2001 and December 31,
     2000, respectively.....................................          85,025         38,844
  Additional paid-in capital................................     206,916,930    107,529,063
  Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss).............      15,154,257       (748,691)
  Retained deficit..........................................     (18,290,666)   (19,978,632)
                                                              --------------   ------------
          TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY........................     203,865,546     86,840,584
                                                              --------------   ------------
          TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY........  $1,325,125,218   $225,804,067
                                                              ==============   ============

 
        The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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                        FBR ASSET INVESTMENT CORPORATION
 
                              STATEMENTS OF INCOME
              FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2001, 2000 AND 1999
 

                                                                YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,
                                                        ---------------------------------------
                                                           2001          2000          1999
                                                        -----------   -----------   -----------
                                                                                           
REVENUE:
  Interest............................................  $32,390,594   $18,758,866   $15,823,914
  Dividends...........................................    3,820,985     5,082,191     7,649,935
  Fee income..........................................    2,875,780            --            --
                                                        -----------   -----------   -----------
     Total income.....................................   39,087,359    23,841,057    23,473,849
                                                        -----------   -----------   -----------
EXPENSES:
  Interest............................................   14,612,625    10,935,130     7,920,648
  Management fee......................................    3,494,357     1,078,713     1,329,063
  Professional fees and other.........................      772,152       596,374     1,432,589
                                                        -----------   -----------   -----------
     Total expenses...................................   18,879,134    12,610,217    10,682,300
                                                        -----------   -----------   -----------
Realized gain (loss) on sale of mortgage-backed
  securities, net.....................................    1,106,598        67,358      (358,692)
Realized gain on sale of equity securities, net.......    2,768,534     2,692,304     3,597,190
Recognized loss on available-for-sale equity
  securities..........................................     (544,880)   (5,626,022)  (10,887,458)
                                                        -----------   -----------   -----------
Net income before taxes...............................   23,538,477     8,364,480     5,142,589
                                                        -----------   -----------   -----------
Income tax expense....................................     (473,403)           --            --
                                                        -----------   -----------   -----------
Net income............................................  $23,065,074   $ 8,364,480   $ 5,142,589
                                                        ===========   ===========   ===========
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                                                        ===========   ===========   ===========
Basic earnings per share..............................  $      4.27   $      1.84   $      0.68
                                                        ===========   ===========   ===========
Basic weighted-average common and equivalent shares...    5,402,150     4,543,532     7,523,715
                                                        ===========   ===========   ===========
Diluted earnings per share............................  $      4.17   $      1.84   $      0.68
                                                        ===========   ===========   ===========
Diluted weighted-average common and equivalent
  shares..............................................    5,525,270     4,543,532     7,523,715
                                                        ===========   ===========   ===========

 
        The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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                        FBR ASSET INVESTMENT CORPORATION
 
                 STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
              FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2001, 2000 AND 1999
 

                                                                               ACCUMULATED
                                                                                  OTHER
                                                 ADDITIONAL      RETAINED     COMPREHENSIVE
                                      COMMON      PAID IN        EARNINGS        INCOME                      COMPREHENSIVE
                                       STOCK      CAPITAL       (DEFICIT)        (LOSS)          TOTAL          INCOME
                                      -------   ------------   ------------   -------------   ------------   -------------
                                                                                                                       
BALANCE, DECEMBER 31, 1998..........  $85,435   $170,045,253   $ (9,425,579)   $(9,800,530)   $150,904,579
  Repurchase of common stock........  (27,372)   (37,114,774)            --             --     (37,142,146)
  Net income........................      --              --      5,142,589             --       5,142,589    $ 5,142,589
  Other comprehensive income
    Change in unrealized loss on
      available-for-sale
      securities....................      --              --             --     (3,181,829)     (3,181,829)    (3,181,829)
  Dividends.........................      --              --    (11,180,472)            --     (11,180,472)            --
                                      -------   ------------   ------------    -----------    ------------    -----------
BALANCE, DECEMBER 31, 1999..........  58,063     132,930,479    (15,463,462)   (12,982,359)    104,542,721    $ 1,960,760
                                      -------   ------------   ------------    -----------    ------------    ===========
  Repurchase of common stock........  (19,219)   (25,401,416)            --             --     (25,420,635)
  Net income........................      --              --      8,364,480             --       8,364,480    $ 8,364,480
  Other comprehensive income
    Change in unrealized loss on
      available-for-sale
      securities....................      --              --             --     12,233,668      12,233,668     12,233,668
  Dividends.........................      --              --    (12,879,650)            --     (12,879,650)            --
                                      -------   ------------   ------------    -----------    ------------    -----------
BALANCE, DECEMBER 31, 2000..........  38,844     107,529,063    (19,978,632)      (748,691)     86,840,584    $20,598,148
                                      -------   ------------   ------------    -----------    ------------    ===========
  Issuance of common stock..........  50,300     107,575,383             --                    107,625,683
  Repurchase of common stock........  (4,119)     (8,330,016)                                   (8,334,135)
  Options granted...................      --         142,500             --                        142,500
  Net income........................      --              --     23,065,074             --      23,065,074    $23,065,074
  Other comprehensive income
    Change in unrealized gain (loss)
      on available-for-sale
      securities....................      --              --             --     17,062,115      17,062,115     17,062,115
    Change in unrealized loss on
      cashflow hedge................      --              --             --     (1,159,167)     (1,159,167)    (1,159,167)
  Dividends.........................      --              --    (21,377,108)            --     (21,377,108)            --
                                      -------   ------------   ------------    -----------    ------------    -----------
BALANCE, DECEMBER 31, 2001..........  $85,025   $206,916,930   $(18,290,666)   $15,154,257    $203,865,546    $38,968,022
                                      =======   ============   ============    ===========    ============    ===========

 
        The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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                        FBR ASSET INVESTMENT CORPORATION
 
                            STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
              FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2001, 2000 AND 1999
 

                                                          FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31
                                                  -----------------------------------------------
                                                       2001             2000            1999
                                                  ---------------   -------------   -------------
                                                                                           
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
  Net income....................................  $    23,065,074   $   8,364,480   $   5,142,589
  Adjustments to reconcile net income to net
     cash provided by operating activities:
     Realized and recognized (gain) loss on
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       mortgage-backed and equity securities,
       net......................................       (3,330,252)      2,866,360       7,648,960
          Amortization..........................                            4,717         456,342
          Premium amortization on
            mortgage-backed securities..........        4,779,118         296,626         682,695
          Compensation expense related to stock
            option grants.......................          142,500              --              --
          Changes in operating assets and
            liabilities:
            Dividends, interest and fees
               receivable.......................       (8,428,358)      1,227,197        (200,150)
            Due from custodian..................               --         806,093        (806,093)
            Prepaid expenses....................           26,797          31,888        (248,799)
            Management fees payable.............        1,038,731        (158,440)     (1,038,347)
            Accounts payable and accrued
               expenses.........................          268,329         107,539         (95,256)
            Interest payable....................        1,333,051         357,619         177,126
            Due to custodian....................               --              --      (2,041,230)
            Income taxes payable................          473,403              --              --
            Other...............................         (139,241)         (3,519)          5,479
                                                  ---------------   -------------   -------------
               Net cash provided by operating
                 activities.....................       19,229,152      13,900,560       9,683,316
                                                  ---------------   -------------   -------------
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
  Purchase of mortgage-backed securities........   (1,340,540,932)    (40,917,985)   (282,288,201)
  Investments in equity securities..............      (30,269,000)     (1,801,410)    (11,454,320)
  Investments in notes receivable...............      (12,000,000)     (4,000,000)    (59,113,179)
  Repayment of notes receivable.................        8,000,000      27,000,000      51,196,100
  Proceeds from sale of mortgage-backed
     securities.................................       96,938,432     101,529,084     160,809,435
  Proceeds from sale of equity securities.......       14,201,575      29,239,857      27,894,010
  Receipt of principal payments on
     mortgage-backed securities.................      158,183,398      23,720,735      30,376,288
                                                  ---------------   -------------   -------------
               Net cash (used in) provided by
                 investing activities...........   (1,105,486,527)    134,770,281     (82,579,867)
                                                  ---------------   -------------   -------------
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES:
  Repurchase of common stock....................       (8,334,135)    (25,420,635)    (37,142,146)
  Proceeds from issuance of common stock........      107,625,683              --              --
  Proceeds from (repayments of) repurchase
     agreements, net............................      971,249,000     (87,818,000)     93,164,000
  Dividends paid................................      (14,463,360)    (12,039,107)    (10,852,162)
                                                  ---------------   -------------   -------------
               Net cash provided by (used in)
                 financing activities...........    1,056,077,188    (125,277,742)     45,169,692
                                                  ---------------   -------------   -------------
Net (decrease) increase in cash and cash
  equivalents...................................      (30,180,187)     23,393,099     (27,726,859)
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of the
  period........................................       36,810,566      13,417,467      41,144,326
                                                  ---------------   -------------   -------------
Cash and cash equivalents, end of the period....  $     6,630,379   $  36,810,566   $  13,417,467
                                                  ===============   =============   =============
Supplemental disclosure:
Cash payments for interest......................  $    13,279,574   $  10,577,511   $   7,743,522
                                                  ===============   =============   =============

 
        The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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                        FBR ASSET INVESTMENT CORPORATION
 
                         NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
 
NOTE 1  ORGANIZATION AND NATURE OF OPERATIONS
 
     FBR Asset Investment Corporation ("FBR Asset" or the "Company") was
incorporated in Virginia on November 10, 1997. FBR Asset commenced operations on
December 15, 1997, upon the closing of a private placement of equity capital.
 
     FBR Asset is organized as a real estate investment trust ("REIT") whose
primary purpose is to purchase mortgage-backed securities and make investments
in debt and equity securities of companies engaged in real estate-related and
other businesses. FBR Asset invests in mortgage loans and mortgage-backed
securities, that represent a 100 percent interest in the underlying conforming
mortgage loans and are guaranteed by the Government National Mortgage
Association ("Ginnie Mae"), the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation ("Freddie
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Mac"), and the Federal National Mortgage Association ("Fannie Mae"), or by
private issuers that are secured by real estate (together the "Mortgage
Assets"). FBR Asset also acquires indirect interests in those and other types of
real estate-related assets by investing in public and private real estate
companies, subject to the limitations imposed by the various REIT qualification
requirements. Funds not immediately allocated are generally temporarily invested
in readily marketable, interest-bearing securities. To seek yields commensurate
with its investment objectives, FBR Asset leverages its mortgage-backed security
portfolio primarily with collateralized borrowings. FBR Asset uses derivative
financial instruments to hedge a portion of the interest rate risk associated
with its borrowings.
 
     FBR Asset is managed by Friedman, Billings, Ramsey Investment Management,
Inc. ("FBR Management"), a subsidiary of Friedman, Billings, Ramsey Group, Inc.
("FBR Group").
 
NOTE 2  SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
 
  INVESTMENTS IN MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITIES
 
     Mortgage-backed security transactions are recorded on the date the
securities are purchased or sold. Any amounts payable or receivable for
unsettled trades are recorded as "due to or due from custodian" in FBR Asset's
Statement of Financial Condition.
 
     FBR Asset accounts for its investments in mortgage-backed securities as
available-for-sale securities. FBR Asset does not hold its mortgage-backed
securities for trading purposes, but may not hold such investments to maturity.
Securities classified as available-for-sale are reported at fair value, with
temporary unrealized gains and losses excluded from earnings and reported as a
separate component of shareholders' equity. Realized gains and losses on
mortgage-backed securities transactions are determined on the specific
identification method.
 
     Unrealized losses on mortgage-backed securities that are determined to be
other than temporary are recognized in income. Management regularly reviews its
investment portfolio for other than temporary market value decline. There were
no such adjustments for mortgage-backed investments during the periods
presented.
 
     The fair value of FBR Asset's mortgage-backed securities are based on
market prices provided by certain independent dealers who make markets in these
financial instruments. The fair values reported reflect estimates and may not
necessarily be indicative of the amounts FBR Asset could realize in a current
market transaction.
 
     Income from investments in mortgage-backed securities is recognized using
the effective interest method, using the expected yield over the life of the
investment. Income includes contractual interest accrued and the amortization or
accretion of any premium or discount recorded upon purchase. Changes in
anticipated yields result primarily from changes in actual and projected cash
flows and estimated prepayments. Changes in the yield that result from changes
in the anticipated cash flows and prepayments are recognized over the remaining
life of the investment with recognition of a cumulative catch-up at the date of
change from the date of original investment.
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  INVESTMENTS IN EQUITY SECURITIES
 
     Investments in securities that are listed on a national securities exchange
(or reported on the Nasdaq National Market) are stated at the last reported sale
price on the day of valuation. Listed securities for which no sale was reported
are stated at the mean between the closing "bid" and "ask" price on the day of
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valuation. Investments which are not listed on a national securities exchange
(or reported on the Nasdaq National Market) are carried at cost. FBR Management
may use methods of valuing securities other than those described above if it
believes the alternative method is preferable in determining the fair value of
such securities.
 
     Consistent with the intention to have FBR Asset operate as a REIT,
management concluded that its investments in equity securities are being held
for long-term yield, capital appreciation, and cash flow. Accordingly,
management has classified such investments that have a readily determinable fair
value as available-for-sale.
 
     Realized gains and losses are recorded on the date of the transaction using
the specific identification method. The difference between the purchase price
and market price (or fair value) of investments in securities is reported as an
unrealized gain or loss and a component of comprehensive income. Dividend income
is recognized on the ex-dividend date.
 
     Management regularly reviews any declines in the market value of its equity
investments for declines that are other than temporary. Such declines are
recorded in operations as a "recognized loss on available-for-sale securities."
 
  NOTE RECEIVABLE
 
     Notes Receivable are carried at cost as the Company has the intent to hold
such note receivables for the foreseeable future. Interest income is recognized
using the effective interest method which recognizes any fees or costs related
to the Note over its life. If it becomes probable the Company will not collect
the scheduled payments on the Notes Receivable then the Note Receivable is
considered impaired and written down to fair value if applicable.
 
  CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
 
     All investments with original maturities of less than three months are cash
equivalents. As of December 31, 2001, cash and cash equivalents consisted of
$1.4 million of cash deposited in two commercial banks and $5.2 million in three
separate domestic money market funds. As of December 31, 2000, cash and cash
equivalents consisted of $2.1 million of cash deposited in two commercial banks
and $34.7 million in two separate domestic money market funds. The carrying
amount of cash equivalents approximates their fair value.
 
  COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
 
     Comprehensive income includes net income as currently reported by the
Company on the statement of income adjusted for other comprehensive income.
Other comprehensive income for the Company is changes in unrealized gains and
losses related to the Company's mortgage-backed securities ("MBS") and equity
securities accounted for as available for sale with changes in fair value
recorded through shareholders equity and changes in unrealized gains and losses
related to the company's use of cash flow hedges. The table below breaks out
other comprehensive income for the periods presented into the following two
categories: (1) the changes to unrealized gains and losses that relate to the
MBS and equity securities which were disposed of or impaired during the period
with the resulting gain or loss reflected in net income (reclassification
adjustments) and (2) the change in the unrealized gain or loss related to those
investments and cash flow hedges that were not disposed of or impaired during
the period.
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                                                          2001          2000           1999
                                                       -----------   -----------   ------------
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Reclassification adjustment for (gains) losses from
  dispositions included in net income................  $(1,055,298)  $(2,220,998)  $     (1,313)
Reclassification adjustment for impairment loss
  recognized on equity securities included in net
  income.............................................      529,168     4,516,638     10,589,124
Unrealized holding (losses) gains arising during the
  period.............................................   16,429,078     9,938,028    (13,769,640)
                                                       -----------   -----------   ------------
Net adjustment to unrealized gains (losses) on
  Investments........................................  $15,902,948   $12,233,668   $ (3,181,829)
                                                       ===========   ===========   ============

 
  CREDIT RISK
 
     FBR Asset is exposed to the risk of credit losses on its portfolio of
mortgage-backed securities and notes receivable, such as the note from Prime
Group Realty referred to in Note 5. In addition, many of FBR Asset's investments
in equity securities are in companies that are also exposed to the risk of
credit losses in their businesses.
 
     FBR Asset seeks to limit its exposure to credit losses on its portfolio of
mortgage-backed securities by purchasing securities issued and guaranteed by
Freddie Mac, Fannie Mae, or Ginnie Mae. The payment of principal and interest on
the Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae mortgage-backed securities are guaranteed by
those respective agencies and the payment of principal and interest on the
Ginnie Mae mortgage-backed securities is backed by the full-faith-and-credit of
the U.S. Government. At December 31, 2001 and 2000, all of FBR Asset's
mortgage-backed securities have an implied "AAA" rating. FBR Asset's notes
receivable are not issued or guaranteed by Freddie Mac, Fannie Mae or Ginnie
Mae.
 
  LEVERAGE RISK
 
     At December 31, 2001, our outstanding indebtedness for borrowed money under
repurchase agreements was 8.30 times the amount of our equity in the
mortgage-backed securities, based on book values. FBR Management has the
authority to increase or decrease our overall debt-to-equity ratio on our total
portfolio at any time. At December 31, 2001, our total debt-to-equity ratio was
5.42 to 1. If we borrow more funds, the possibility that we would be unable to
meet our debt obligations as they come due would increase. Financing assets
through repurchase agreements exposes us to the risk that margin calls will be
made and that we will not be able to meet those margin calls, which could result
in the Company selling the mortgage-backed securities at a loss to cover the
margin calls.
 
  CONCENTRATION RISK
 
     Equity and debt investments, such as Annaly Mortgage Management, Anworth
Mortgage Asset Corporation, Capital Automotive REIT and Prime Group Realty may
create exposure to issuers that are generally concentrated in the REIT industry
and may even pursue similar investment strategies as the Company. These entities
may hold non-investment grade securities and securities of privately held
issuers with no ready markets. The concentration and illiquidity of these
investments could expose the Company to a higher degree of risk than is
associated with more diversified investment grade or readily marketable
securities, and may also enhance the under-performance risk of the Company's
mortgage-backed securities strategy over time.
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  NET INCOME PER SHARE
 
     FBR Asset presents basic and diluted earnings per share. Basic earnings per
share excludes potential dilution and is computed by dividing income available
to common shareholders by the weighted-average number of common shares
outstanding for the period. Diluted earnings per share reflects the dilution
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that could occur if securities or other contracts to issue common stock were
exercised or converted into common stock or resulted in the issuance of common
stock that would share in earnings. This includes stock options for the company
which were dilutive for the periods presented.
 
  USE OF ESTIMATES
 
     The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles requires management to make estimates and
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities as of the date of the financial
statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the
reporting period. Actual results could differ from these estimates.
 
  INCOME TAXES
 
     FBR Asset has elected to be taxed as a REIT under the Internal Revenue
Code. To qualify for tax treatment as a REIT, FBR Asset must meet certain income
and asset tests and distribution requirements. FBR Asset generally will not be
subject to federal income tax at the corporate level to the extent that it
distributes at least 90 percent of its taxable income to its shareholders and
complies with certain other requirements. Failure to meet these requirements
could have a material adverse impact on FBR Asset's results or financial
condition. Furthermore, because FBR Asset's investments include stock in other
REITs, failure of those REITs to maintain their REIT status could jeopardize FBR
Asset's qualification as a REIT. During 2001, FBR asset acquired a registered
broker-dealer from FBR Group called Pegasus Capital Corporation and also
established two other taxable REIT subsidiaries. Pegasus participates in a
fee-sharing arrangement with FBR (see Note 8 "Fee Income"). The payments Pegasus
and the other taxable REIT subsidiaries receive will generally be taxed at
normal corporate rates and will generally not be distributed to our
shareholders. At December 31, 2001, FBR Asset had recorded $473,403 in income
taxes payable from income received by Pegasus and a related taxable REIT
subsidiary.
 
NOTE 3  MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITIES
 
     The following tables summarize FBR Asset's mortgage-backed securities as of
December 31, 2001 and 2000:
 

                                                                                 TOTAL MORTGAGE
                DECEMBER 31, 2001                  FREDDIE MAC     FANNIE MAE        ASSETS
                -----------------                  ------------   ------------   --------------
                                                                                        
Mortgage-backed securities, available-for-sale,
  face...........................................  $482,782,231   $728,768,617   $1,211,550,848
Unamortized net premium..........................    10,631,657     14,753,461       25,385,118
                                                   ------------   ------------   --------------
Amortized cost...................................   493,413,888    743,522,078    1,236,935,966
Gross unrealized gains...........................     1,412,595      2,680,256        4,092,851
Gross unrealized losses..........................    (1,174,291)    (1,489,015)      (2,663,306)
                                                   ------------   ------------   --------------
Fair value.......................................  $493,652,192   $744,713,319   $1,238,365,511
                                                   ============   ============   ==============
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                                                                                    TOTAL MORTGAGE
           DECEMBER 31, 2000              FREDDIE MAC   FANNIE MAE    GINNIE MAE        ASSETS
           -----------------              -----------   -----------   -----------   --------------
                                                                                            
Mortgage-backed securities,
  available-for-sale, face..............  $85,927,247   $58,134,867   $ 9,660,054    $153,722,168
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Unamortized net premium.................      413,946       669,906       573,054       1,656,906
                                          -----------   -----------   -----------    ------------
Amortized cost..........................   86,341,193    58,804,773    10,233,108     155,379,074
Gross unrealized gains..................      138,622       424,165            --         562,787
Gross unrealized losses.................     (380,578)     (411,713)     (301,365)     (1,093,656)
                                          -----------   -----------   -----------    ------------
Fair value..............................  $86,099,237   $58,817,225   $ 9,931,743    $154,848,205
                                          ===========   ===========   ===========    ============

 
     During 2001, FBR Asset received proceeds of $98.2 million from the sale of
mortgage-backed securities. The Company recorded $1.1 million in net realized
gains related to these sales. For the year ended December 31, 2001 the weighted
average coupon rate on mortgage-backed securities was 6.38% and the weighted
average effective yield was 5.81%. The weighted average life of the
mortgage-backed securities based on assumptions used to determine fair value was
4.37 years at December 31, 2001.
 
     During 2000, FBR Asset received proceeds of $101.5 million from the sale of
mortgage-backed securities. The Company recorded $1.4 million in realized losses
related to these sales. Concurrent with these sales, FBR Asset terminated a
related hedge position and recorded a $1.5 million gain. For the year ended
December 31, 2000 the weighted average coupon rate on mortgage-backed securities
was 7.00% and the weighted average effective yield was 6.68%. The weighted
average life of the mortgage-backed securities based on assumptions used to
determine fair value was 4.20 years at December 31, 2000.
 
NOTE 4  EQUITY INVESTMENTS
 
     At December 31, 2001, FBR Asset's equity investments had an aggregate cost
basis of $46.8 million, a fair value of $61.7 million, and unrealized gains of
$14.9 million.
 
     At December 31, 2000, FBR Asset's equity investments had an aggregate cost
basis of $28.3 million, fair value of $28.1 million, unrealized gains of $0.5
million and unrealized losses of $0.7 million.
 

                                        COST BASIS OF                      COST BASIS OF
                                        INVESTMENT AT     MARKET VALUE     INVESTMENT AT     MARKET VALUE
          EQUITY INVESTMENTS            DEC. 31, 2001   AT DEC. 31, 2001   DEC. 31, 2000   AT DEC. 31, 2000
          ------------------            -------------   ----------------   -------------   ----------------
                                                                                                   
Saxon Capital Acquisition Corp.(1)....   $ 9,300,000      $ 9,300,000       $        --      $        --
Capital Automotive REIT...............    12,835,604       18,301,087        23,298,100       23,068,463
Annaly Mortgage Management, Inc. .....     7,144,000       12,800,000                --               --
MCG Capital Corporation...............     9,934,375       11,125,000                --               --
Prime Retail, Inc., pfd...............            --               --         1,038,800          543,939
Resource Asset Investment Trust.......     3,704,181        5,616,573         3,704,181        4,245,164
Ecompass Service Corporation..........            --               --           286,931          252,624
Anworth Mortgage Asset Corporation....     3,890,625        4,550,000                --               --
                                         -----------      -----------       -----------      -----------
  Total...............................   $46,808,785      $61,692,660       $28,328,012      $28,110,190
                                         ===========      ===========       ===========      ===========

 
---------------
(1) Saxon Capital became a public corporation in January 2002. As of December
    31, 2001 the investment is carried at cost
 
     During 2001, FBR Asset received proceeds of $14.2 million from the sale of
equity securities. The Company recorded $2.8 million in net realized gains
related to these sales. During 2000, FBR Asset received
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proceeds of $29.2 million from the sale of equity securities. The Company
recorded $2.7 million in net realized gains related to these sales.
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  WARRANTS
 
     FBR Asset owns warrants to acquire 131,096 shares of Kennedy-Wilson common
stock at a price of $7.5526 per share. The warrants expire in June 2003. As of
December 31, 2001, the market price of Kennedy-Wilson common stock was $4.24 per
share.
 
NOTE 5  NOTES RECEIVABLE
 
     As of December 31, 2001, the Company had one secured note receivable
outstanding. On March 30, 2001, the Company loaned $12 million to Prime Aurora
L.L.C., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Prime Group Realty, L.P. The Prime Aurora
loan originally bore interest at a rate of 12% per annum and was due on January
15, 2002. At December 31, 2001, the outstanding principal amount of the Prime
Aurora loan was $8 million, and the note bore interest at a rate of 16% per
annum.
 
     As of December 31, 2000, we had one secured note receivable outstanding
from Prime Capital Funding I, LLC in the principal amount of $4 million. The
note bore interest at a rate of 18% per annum. The note was restructured in late
2000 and paid off in full in February 2001.
 
NOTE 6  REPURCHASE AGREEMENTS
 
     FBR Asset has entered into short-term repurchase agreements to finance a
significant portion of its mortgage-backed investments. The repurchase
agreements are secured by certain of FBR Asset's mortgage-backed securities
classified as pledged as collateral on the balance sheet and bear interest at
rates that have historically related closely to LIBOR for a corresponding
period.
 
     At December 31, 2001, FBR Asset had $1.1 billion outstanding under
repurchase agreements with a weighted average borrowing rate of 1.87% as of the
end of the period and a remaining weighted-average term to maturity of 15 days.
At December 31, 2001, mortgage-backed securities pledged had an estimated fair
value of approximately $1.19 billion. At December 31, 2001, FBR Asset had a
current overall loan to value (repurchase agreements divided by pledged
mortgage-backed securities) of 93%. At December 31, 2001, the repurchase
agreements had remaining maturities of between 1 and 36 days. For the year ended
December 31, 2001 the weighted average borrowing rate was 3.16% and the weighted
average repurchase agreement balance was $463.0 million.
 
     At December 31, 2000, FBR Asset had $133.9 million outstanding under
repurchase agreements with a weighted average borrowing rate of 6.57% as of the
end of the period and a remaining weighted-average term to maturity of 16 days.
At December 31, 2000, mortgage-backed securities pledged had an estimated fair
value of $144.9 million. At December 31, 2000, FBR Asset had a current overall
loan to value of 92%. At December 31, 2000, the repurchase agreements had
remaining maturities of between 2 and 33 days. For the year ended December 31,
2000 the weighted average borrowing rate was 6.33% and the weighted average
repurchase agreement balance was $172.3 million. Financing assets through
repurchase agreements exposes us to the risk that margin calls will be made
(when the loan to value increases above the lenders limit) and that we will not
be able to meet those margin calls. To meet margin calls the Company may sell
mortgage-backed securities and those sales of mortgage-backed securities could
result in realized losses.
 
NOTE 7  INTEREST RATE SWAPS
 
     FBR Asset may from time to time enter into interest rate swap agreements to
offset the potential adverse effects of rising interest rates under certain
short-term repurchase agreements. The interest rate swap agreements have
historically been structured such that FBR Asset receives payments based on a
variable
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interest rate and makes payments based on a fixed interest rate. The variable
interest rate on which payments are received is calculated based on the
three-month LIBOR. FBR Asset's repurchase agreements generally have maturities
of 30 to 90 days and carry interest rates that correspond to LIBOR rates for
those same periods. The swap agreements effectively fix FBR Asset's borrowing
cost and are not held for speculative or trading purposes.
 
     At December 31, 2001, FBR Asset was party to an interest rate swap
agreement that matures on July 27, 2004, and has a notional amount of $50
million and a fair value of ($1.2 million). Under this agreement the Company
will pay a fixed interest rate of 4.97% on the notional amount and receive a
variable rate calculated based on the three-month LIBOR, which was 2.28% at
December 31, 2001. At December 31, 2000, FBR Asset was party to an interest rate
swap agreement that matured on June 1, 2001, and had a notional amount of $50
million and a fair value of $134,949. Under this agreement the Company paid a
fixed interest rate of 5.96% on the notional amount and received a variable rate
calculated based on the three-month LIBOR, which was 6.69% at December 31, 2000.
 
     During 1998, the Financial Accounting Standards Board ("FASB") issued SFAS
No. 133 "Accounting for Derivative Instruments and for Hedging Activities" ("FAS
133"). In June 1999, the FASB issued Statement No. 137, "Accounting for
Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities -- Deferral of the Effective Date
of FASB Statement No. 133". In June 2000, the FASB issued Statement 138,
"Accounting for Certain Derivative Instruments and Certain Hedging Activities",
an amendment of FASB Statement No. 133. FAS 133, as amended, establishes
accounting and reporting standards for derivative investments and for hedging
activities. It requires that an entity recognize all derivatives as either
assets or liabilities in the statement of financial position and measure those
instruments at fair value. If certain conditions are met, a derivative may be
specifically designated as a hedge. The accounting for the changes in the fair
value of a derivative depends on the intended use of the derivative and the
resulting designation. FAS 133 was effective for the Company beginning January
1, 2001.
 
     Under FAS 133, changes in the fair value of derivatives are recorded each
period in current earnings or other comprehensive income, depending on whether a
derivative is designated as part of a hedge transaction and, if it is, depending
on the type of hedge transaction. For fair value hedge transactions, changes in
the fair value of the derivative instrument and changes in the fair value of the
hedged item due to the risk being hedged are recorded through the income
statement. For cash-flow hedge transactions, effective changes in the fair value
of the derivative instrument are reported in other comprehensive income while
ineffective changes are recorded through the income statement. The gains and
losses on cash flow hedge transactions that are reported in other comprehensive
income are reclassified to earnings in the periods in which earnings are
effected by the hedged cash flows.
 
     As previously discussed, the Company uses interest rate swaps to hedge the
variability in interest payments associated with the variable rate repurchase
agreements. Prior to SFAS 133, the Company did not record the value of these
swaps on the balance sheet. The Company has determined that the interest rate
swaps held during 2001 were effective hedges under FAS 133 and as a result the
interest rate swaps are carried at fair value as a cash flow hedge. The Company
adopted FAS 133 on January 1, 2001. In accordance with the transition provisions
of FAS 133, the Company recorded a cumulative-effect-type gain of $137,949
through other comprehensive income to recognize at fair value the interest rate
swap designated as a cash flow hedge.
 
NOTE 8  FEE INCOME
 
     The Company and its registered broker-dealer subsidiary, Pegasus Capital
Corporation ("Pegasus") entered into an agreement in August 2001 with Friedman,
Billings, Ramsey & Co., Inc. ("FBR") regarding the Company's extension of credit
to or investment in entities that are or may be FBR's investment banking
clients. In circumstances where FBR determines that a commitment by the Company
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to make a loan to or investment in an entity (each an "investment opportunity")
would facilitate a possible investment banking
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transaction, FBR presents the investment opportunity to the Company. The
Investment Committee of the Company, which is comprised of Richard J. Hendrix,
the Company's President and Chief Operating Officer and Eric F. Billings, the
Company's Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, reviews the investment
opportunity and decides whether or not to recommend a commitment by the Company
to make a loan or an investment based on its investment criteria. Mr. Billings
is also an executive officer of FBR Group, FBR Management and FBR, and Mr.
Hendrix is also a Managing Director of FBR and FBR Management. The approval of
the Contracts Committee of the Company's Board of Directors (comprised of the
Company's three independent directors), which requires the affirmative vote of
at least two of the Company's independent directors, is required before any
investment or loan is made in or to a client or proposed client of FBR. If the
Company decides to make a loan or investment commitment to an entity, the
commitment is not contingent on FBR being engaged to provide investment baking
services by the entity. If, however, FBR is engaged to provide investment
banking services to the entity, Pegasus is provided the opportunity to act as
financial adviser to FBR in connection with structuring the transaction and, in
return for its services, it will receive 10% of the net cash investment banking
fees received by FBR as a result of the engagement. The payments Pegasus
receives from FBR will generally be taxed at normal corporate rates and will
generally not be distributed to the Company's shareholders. In 2001, pursuant to
this agreement, the Company earned $2.9 million in fees from FBR from three
investment banking transactions and one unfunded commitment. Fees are recognized
when the related investment banking transaction is completed.
 
NOTE 9  SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
 
     On August 2, 2001, the Company completed a follow-on offering of 4,500,000
shares of common stock at a price of $23.00 per share. The lead underwriter for
the offering was Friedman, Billings, Ramsey & Co., Inc. and the co-manager was
Stifel, Nicolaus & Company. The proceeds after expenses to the company were
$97.1 million.
 
     The Company has declared the following dividends.
 

YEAR                                                           PER SHARE
----                                                           ---------
                                                                    
2001........................................................     $3.30
2000........................................................     $2.95
1999........................................................     $1.61

 
     The Company has repurchased the following shares of common stock.
 

                                                                             AVERAGE PRICE
YEAR                                                SHARES        COST         PER SHARE
----                                               ---------   -----------   -------------
                                                                                    
2001.............................................    411,900   $ 8,334,135      $20.23
2000.............................................  1,921,909   $25,420,635      $13.23
1999.............................................  2,737,191   $37,142,146      $13.57

 
     Under the Company's stock option plan, the Company may grant, in the
aggregate, up to 155,000 tax qualified incentive stock options and non-qualified
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stock options to its employees, directors or service providers. Options granted
are generally exercisable immediately and have a term of eight to ten years. As
of December 31, 2001, 15,000 options were outstanding under the stock option
plan, and 10,000 options were available for future grant.
 
     On December 20, 2001, FBR Management exercised options with respect to
400,000 shares of the Company's common stock at the $20 per share exercise
price, which left FBR Management with unexercised options to purchase 415,805
shares of the Company's common stock at December 31, 2001.
 
     As of December 31, 2001, 481,900 options to purchase common stock were
outstanding. These options have terms of eight to ten years and have an exercise
price of $20 per share. As a result, 123,120 shares were
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included to calculate diluted earnings per share for the year ended December 31,
2001. None of the stock options were dilutive for the years ended December 31,
2000 or 1999. Details of stock options granted, forfeited, and exercised are as
follows:
 

                                                           NUMBER OF
                                                            SHARES     EXERCISE PRICE
                                                           ---------   ---------------
                                                                             
Balance as of December 31, 1998..........................  1,021,900       $20.00
Granted in 1999..........................................         --         --
Forfeitures in 1999 upon departure of employees..........         --         --
                                                           ---------   ---------------
Balance as of December 31, 1999..........................  1,021,900       $20.00
Granted in 2000..........................................         --         --
Forfeitures in 2000 upon departure of employees..........         --         --
                                                           ---------   ---------------
Balance as of December 31, 2000..........................  1,021,900       $20.00
Granted in 2001..........................................     15,000       $15.00
Forfeitures in 2001 upon departure of employees..........    (25,000)      $20.00
Exercised in 2001........................................   (530,000)  $15.00 - $20.00
                                                           ---------   ---------------
Balance as of December 31, 2001..........................    481,900       $20.00
                                                           ---------   ---------------

 
     On December 24, 2001 the Company's Board of Directors approved awards of a
total of 14,000 shares of the Company's common stock under its stock incentive
plan to employees of FBR Management who provide services to the Company. These
awards are subject to approval by the Company's shareholders and an increase in
the number of shares available for issuance under the stock incentive plan.
Compensation expense will be recognized once the shares are approved, based on
the fair value on the date of shareholders approval. The compensation expense
will be recognized over the vesting schedule of 25% on the first anniversary of
the date of grant, 25% on the second anniversary and 50% on the third
anniversary.
 
     The Company accounts for its stock-based compensation in accordance with
SFAS No. 123, "Accounting For Stock Based Compensation." Pursuant to SFAS No.
123, the Company applies the provisions of Accounting Principles Board Opinion
No. 25, "Accounting For Stock Issued to Employees" (APB No. 25), for stock
options issued to employees. Under APB No. 25, compensation expense is recorded
to the extent the fair market value of the Company's stock exceeds the strike
price of the option on the date of grant. In addition and in accordance with the
disclosure requirements of SFAS No. 123, the Company does provide pro forma net
income disclosures for options granted to employees as if the fair value method,
as defined in SFAS No. 123, had been applied for the purpose of computing
compensation expense. The impact of the issued and outstanding employee options
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under the fair value method was not material to the Company's net income or
basic and diluted net income per share as reported in the statement of income
for the years ended December 31, 2001, 2000, and 1999.
 
NOTE 10  MANAGEMENT AND PERFORMANCE FEES
 
     The Company has a management agreement with FBR Management, expiring on
December 17, 2002. FBR Management performs portfolio management services on
behalf of the Company. These services include, but are not limited to,
consulting with the Company on purchase and sale opportunities, collection of
information and submission of reports pertaining to the Company's assets,
interest rates, and general economic conditions, and periodic review and
evaluation of the performance of the Company's portfolio of assets.
 
     FBR Management is entitled to a quarterly "base" management fee equal to
the sum of (1) 0.25 percent per annum (adjusted to reflect a quarterly period)
of the average book value of the mortgage assets of the Company during each
calendar quarter and, (2) 0.75 percent per annum (adjusted to reflect a
quarterly
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period) of the remainder of the average book value of the mortgage assets of the
Company during each calendar quarter.
 
     FBR Management is also entitled to receive incentive compensation based on
the performance of the Company. On December 31, 1998, and each calendar quarter
thereafter, FBR Management is entitled to an incentive fee calculated by
reference to the preceding 12-month period. FBR Management is entitled to an
incentive fee calculated as: funds from operations (as defined), plus net
realized gains or losses from asset sales, less the threshold amount (all
computed on a weighted average share outstanding basis), multiplied by 25
percent. The threshold amount is calculated as the weighted average per share
price of all equity offerings of the Company, multiplied by a rate equal to the
ten-year U.S. Treasury rate plus five percent per annum. The Company recorded
$1.7 million in incentive fees during 2001. No incentive fees were earned during
2000 or 1999.
 
     FBR Management has engaged Fixed Income Advisory Company, Inc. ("FIDAC") to
manage the Company's mortgage asset investment program (the "Mortgage
Portfolio") as a sub-adviser. As compensation for rendering services, FIDAC is
entitled to a sub-advisory fee based on the average gross asset value managed by
FIDAC.
 
     The following table summarizes the Company's management and incentive fee
expense:
 

                    YEAR                       MANAGEMENT FEES   INCENTIVE FEES     TOTALS
                    ----                       ---------------   --------------   ----------
                                                                                         
1999.........................................    $1,329,063      $        --      $1,329,063
2000.........................................    $1,078,713      $        --      $1,078,713
2001.........................................    $1,842,296      $ 1,652,061      $3,494,357

 
     In December 1997, FBR Management received options to purchase 1,021,900
shares of our common stock at $20 per share. The estimated value of these
options at the time of grant was $909,492 based on a discounted Black-Scholes
valuation, and was amortized over the initial term of the Management Agreement.
the Company has fully amortized the value of these options. FBR Management
previously transferred 51,095 of its options to its former sub-manager. FBR
Management agreed to the rescission of options to purchase 155,000 shares in
connection with the establishment of the Company's stock incentive plan.
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connection with the establishment of the Company's stock incentive plan.
 
NOTE 11  RELATED PARTIES
 
     As of December 31, 2001, Friedman, Billings, Ramsey Group, Inc. and it's
affiliated entities ("FBR Group") owned 2,349,186 shares or 27.63% of the
outstanding common stock of the Company. As of December 31, 2000, these same
entities owned 1,344,086 or 34.60% of the outstanding common stock of the
Company. FBR Group is the parent company of FBR Management and FBR.
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 4.02     Form of Senior Indenture.*****
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 4.05     Form of Subordinated Debt Security.*****
10.01     Management Agreement, dated December 17, 1997, by and
          between the Company and Friedman, Billings, Ramsey
          Investment Management, Inc.*
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          December 17, 1999, by and between the Company and Friedman,
          Billings, Ramsey Investment Management, Inc.**
10.03     Agreement to Extend and Amend Management Agreement, dated
          December 17, 2000, by and between the Company and Friedman,
          Billings, Ramsey Investment Management, Inc.***
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          the Company and Friedman, Billings, Ramsey Group, Inc.*
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          Investment Management, Inc.*
10.07     Sub-Management Agreement, dated February 14, 2000, by and
          between Friedman, Billings, Ramsey Investment Management,
          Inc. and Fixed Income Discount Advisory Company, Inc.**
10.08     Stock Incentive Plan.*
10.09     Letter Agreement, dated July 9, 2001, by and among FBR, FBR
          Asset and Pegasus.****
13.01     Annual Report to Shareholders for the Year ended December
          31, 2001.
21.01     List of Subsidiaries of the Registrant.*****
99.01     Risks of Investing in the Registrant.
99.02     Representation Pursuant to Temporary Note 3T to Article 3 of
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---------------
 
*      Filed with the SEC as part of the Company's Registration Statement on
       Form S-11, as amended, Registration No. 333-67343.
 
**    Filed as an exhibit to the Company's Annual Report on Form 10-K for the
      fiscal year ended December 31, 1999, filed with the SEC on March 30, 2000.
 
***   Filed as an exhibit to the Company's Annual Report on Form 10-K for the
      fiscal year ended December 31, 2000, filed with the SEC on April 2, 2001.
 
****  Filed as an exhibit to FBR Asset's Registration Statement on Form S-11, as
      amended, Registration No. 333-63344.
 
***** Filed as an exhibit to FBR Asset's Registration Statement on Form S-3, as
      amended, Registration No. 333-75408.
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                                                                   EXHIBIT 13.01
 
                   ANNUAL REPORT TO SHAREHOLDERS FOR THE YEAR
                            ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2001
 
     This Annual Report on Form 10-K, without exhibits, will be delivered to the
Company's shareholders before or simultaneously with delivery of the Company's
annual proxy statement.
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                                                                   EXHIBIT 99.01
 
                                  RISK FACTORS
 
     Investing in our company involves various risks, including the risk that
you might lose your entire investment. The results of our operations depend upon
many factors, including the availability of opportunities to acquire assets and
make loans, the level and volatility of interest rates, the cost and
availability of short- and long-term credit, financial market conditions, and
general economic conditions. We will strive to attain our objectives through,
among other things, FBR Management's research and portfolio management skills.
There is no guarantee, however, that we will perform successfully, meet our
objectives, or achieve positive returns.
 
     The following risks are interrelated, and you should treat them as a whole.
 
CONFLICTS WITH FBR GROUP MAY RESULT IN DECISIONS THAT DO NOT REFLECT OUR BEST
INTERESTS.
 
     We are subject to various conflicts of interest arising from our
relationship with FBR. Those conflicts include the following:
 
     - We invest in the equity securities of or make loans to companies whose
       securities have been underwritten or placed by FBR and companies to which
       FBR has provided financial advisory services. FBR and its employees,
       including some of the officers of FBR Asset, are paid substantial fees
       for underwriting, placement agent and financial advisory services, and to
       the extent that the success of a new offering or transaction depends on
       our significant investment, FBR Management, because of its affiliation
       with FBR, will have a conflict of interest in recommending that
       investment to us. In those instances, our shareholders will rely on the
       investment recommendation of our investment committee, which must be
       approved by the Contracts Committee of our Board of Directors (comprised
       of the three independent members of our Board). The investment committee
       will in part rely on information provided by FBR Management.
 
     - FBR Group and its affiliates, including FBR Management, manage other
       funds that are authorized to invest in assets similar to those in which
       we invest. In particular, FBR manages mutual and private equity funds,
       and may in the future manage other funds, that invest in private equity
       securities and in REITs and other real estate-related securities. In
       addition, FBR or its affiliates may choose to invest directly in these
       investment opportunities. There may be investment opportunities that are
       favorable to us and to the other funds managed by FBR or to FBR or its
       affiliates directly. In those cases, FBR will allocate investment
       opportunities among funds based upon primary investment objectives,
       applicable investment restrictions, and any other factors that FBR deems
       appropriate and fair under the circumstances.
 
     - Under the terms of our agreement with FBR, we will be entitled to receive
       a portion of the fees earned by FBR as a result of engagements of FBR by
       companies in which we commit to invest or make a loan where our
       commitment is a contributing factor in the engagement of FBR or assists
       in facilitating the completion of a transaction. The existence of this
       agreement may discourage FBR from presenting investment opportunities to
       us in situations which may result in a fee-sharing arrangement with us.
 
     - FIDAC, our mortgage portfolio manager, is an affiliate of Annaly Mortgage
       Management, Inc., an investment banking client of FBR Group. As a result
       of this investment banking relationship, Annaly has paid investment
       banking fees to FBR Group as follows: $7.0 million in 1997, $0 in 1998,
       $0 in 1999, $0 in 2000, and $7.6 million in 2001, and may pay FBR Group
       additional investment banking fees in the future. As a result, FBR
       Management has a conflict of interest with respect to decisions regarding
       the renewal or termination of the sub-management agreement between FBR
       Management and FIDAC.
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     - The incentive portion of the management fee, which is based on our
       income, may create an incentive for FBR Management to recommend
       investments that have greater potential for income or appreciation, but
       that are generally more speculative. If the management fee did not
       include a performance
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       component, FBR Management might not otherwise recommend those investments
       because of their speculative nature.
 
     - Two of the members of our board of directors, and each of our executive
       officers, also serve as executive officers or employees of FBR and its
       affiliates and devote substantial time to FBR. These persons devote the
       time and attention to our business that they, in their discretion, deem
       necessary, but conflicts may arise in allocating management time,
       services or functions between our company and FBR and its affiliates. The
       failure by these people to devote adequate time to us could result in our
       failure to take advantage of investment opportunities or failure to take
       other actions that might be in our best interests.
 
     - Because of our relationship with FBR, we may obtain confidential
       information about the companies in which we have invested. If we do
       possess confidential information about other companies, we may be
       restricted in our ability to dispose of, increase the amount of, or
       otherwise take action with respect to our investment in those companies.
 
WE ARE HEAVILY DEPENDENT UPON FBR MANAGEMENT IN A COMPETITIVE MARKET FOR
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES.
 
     We can gain access to good investment opportunities only to the extent that
they become known to FBR Group or FBR Management. Gaining access to good
investment opportunities is a highly competitive business. FBR, FBR Management,
and our company compete with other companies that have greater capital, more
long-standing relationships, broader product offerings, and other advantages.
Competitors include, but are not limited to, business development companies,
small business investment companies, commercial lenders and mezzanine funds.
Increased competition would make it more difficult for us to purchase or
originate investments at attractive yields.
 
     We are heavily dependent for the selection, structuring, and monitoring of
our investments on the diligence and skill of FBR Management's officers and
employees. We do not have employment agreements with our senior officers or
require FBR Management to employ specific personnel or dedicate employees solely
to us. FBR Management, in turn, is dependent on the efforts of its senior
management personnel. Although we believe that FBR Management could find
replacements for its key executives, the loss of their services could have an
adverse effect on our operations and the operations of FBR Management.
 
THE TERMINATION OR NON-RENEWAL OF THE FBR MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT WOULD BE HARMFUL
TO US.
 
     We and FBR Management may terminate the management agreement without cause.
The management agreement requires us to pay FBR Management a substantial
termination fee in the event that we terminate the agreement without cause
before expiration of its term. The termination fee would equal twelve months of
base and incentive fees. For example, if we had terminated the management
agreement in January 2001, the termination fee would have been $1.1 million, the
amount of the base fee expensed in 2000. Because no incentive fee was earned in
2000, no additional termination fee would have been due.
 
     Payment of a termination fee could have an adverse effect on our financial
condition, cash flows, and results of operations and could reduce the amount of
funds available for distribution to shareholders. In the event of termination,
if we do not have sufficient cash to pay the termination fee, we may have to
sell assets even though we would not otherwise choose to do so.
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     FBR Management may terminate the management agreement without cause and
without penalty. In addition, in any year, it could elect not to renew the
management agreement. It may be difficult or impossible to find a substitute
management arrangement at a reasonable price or in a reasonable amount of time.
In addition, it may be difficult or impossible to find a substitute manager who
can identify investment opportunities to the same extent FBR Management and FBR
Group currently do.
 
     If the management agreement is terminated or expires, our fee-sharing
agreement with FBR would terminate automatically. As a result, we would no
longer be entitled to share in the net cash fees earned by FBR pursuant to the
terms of the fee-sharing agreement.
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OUR LIMITED OPERATING HISTORY DOES NOT INDICATE FUTURE RESULTS.
 
     We were organized in November 1997, became a public reporting company in
1999 and have a limited operating history. In addition, our increased emphasis
on mezzanine loans and on investments in other industries is a divergence from
our previous emphasis on investments in equity securities and mortgage-backed
securities. Because of this limited history, investors should be especially
cautious before drawing conclusions about our future performance, including any
conclusion about the future results of our expanded mezzanine loan program. Our
past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.
 
WE MAY INVEST IN ANY ASSET CLASS SUBJECT ONLY TO MAINTAINING OUR REIT
QUALIFICATION AND OUR INVESTMENT COMPANY ACT EXEMPTION.
 
     We make our investment decisions based in large part upon market
conditions. Subject only to maintaining our REIT classification and our
Investment Company Act exemption, we do not have any fixed guidelines for
industry or asset diversification. As a result, we may decide to allocate a
substantial portion of our assets or capital to a limited number of industries
or asset classes. This potential concentration could make us more susceptible to
significant losses and volatility than if we had further diversified our
investments.
 
DECLINES IN THE MARKET VALUES OF OUR ASSETS MAY ADVERSELY AFFECT CREDIT
AVAILABILITY AND PERIODIC REPORTED RESULTS.
 
     Currently, our assets are primarily real estate and mortgage assets, which
include indirect holdings through investments in other companies. Those assets
are classified for accounting purposes as "available-for-sale." Changes in the
market values of those assets are directly charged or credited to our
shareholders' equity. As a result, a general decline in trading market values
may reduce the book value of our assets.
 
     A decline in the market value of our assets may adversely affect us in
instances where we have borrowed money based on the market value of those
assets. At December 31, 2001, we had approximately $1.1 billion in outstanding
repurchase agreements that were based on the market value of specific mortgage
assets. The market value of those assets as of December 31, 2001, was
approximately $1.2 billion. If the market value of those assets declines, the
lender may require us to post additional temporary collateral to support the
loan. If we were unable to post the additional collateral, we would have to sell
the assets at a time when we would not otherwise choose to do so.
 
USE OF LEVERAGE COULD ADVERSELY AFFECT OUR OPERATIONS.
 
     At December 31, 2001, our outstanding indebtedness for borrowed money under
repurchase agreements was 8.30 times the amount of our equity in the
mortgage-backed securities, based on book values. FBR Management has the
authority to increase or decrease our overall debt-to-equity ratio on our total
portfolio at any time and has not placed any limits on the amount we may borrow.
At December 31, 2001, our total debt-to-equity ratio was 5.42 to 1. If we borrow
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more funds, the possibility that we would be unable to meet our debt obligations
as they come due would increase. Financing assets through repurchase agreements
exposes us to the risk that margin calls will be made and that we will not be 
able to meet those margin calls. 
 
     While we have not leveraged our equity securities or loan investments, we
may choose to do so in the future. This leverage could expose us to the risk
that margin calls will be made and that we will not be able to meet them. A
leveraged company's income and net assets will tend to increase or decrease at a
greater rate than if borrowed money were not used.
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OUR ABILITY TO RECEIVE A SHARE OF THE INVESTMENT BANKING FEES EARNED BY FBR MAY
CAUSE US TO MAKE INVESTMENTS IN OR LOANS TO COMPANIES THAT WOULD OTHERWISE NOT
MEET OUR INVESTMENT OR CREDIT STANDARDS.
 
     The decision to make an investment or loan will be made by our investment
committee, which will have a duty to make its decision based on its analysis of
the risks and rewards to us through the application of our normal investment
criteria. The prospect of receiving a portion of the investment banking fees
that FBR earns as a result of an engagement by a company where our commitment to
invest in or make a loan to the company is a contributing factor to such
engagement or assists in facilitating the completion of a transaction may,
however, give us an incentive to invest in or make a loan to a company that we
might not otherwise choose to make. If we commit to make an investment in or a
loan to a company with the expectation of receiving a portion of any investment
banking fees that FBR earns, there can be no assurance that the expected
engagement will materialize, which could result in returns that are not
commensurate with the level of risk we took in making the investment.
Consequently, the overall level of risk inherent in our investment and loan
portfolio may increase as a result of our fee-sharing arrangement with FBR.
 
OUR ASSETS INCLUDE MEZZANINE OR SENIOR LOANS THAT MAY HAVE GREATER RISKS OF LOSS
THAN A TYPICAL SECURED SENIOR LOANS.
 
     In connection with our expanded mezzanine and senior loan program, we
expect our assets to include a significant amount of loans that involve a higher
degree of risk than long-term senior secured loans. First, our loans may not be
secured by mortgages or liens on assets. Even if secured, our loans may have
higher loan-to-value ratios than a typical senior secured loan. Furthermore,
our right to payment and the security interest are usually subordinated to the
payment rights and security interests of the senior lender. Therefore, we may
be limited in our ability to enforce our rights to collect our loans and to
recover any of the loan balance through a foreclosure of collateral.
 
     Our loans typically have an interest only payment schedule, with the
principal amount remaining outstanding and at risk until the maturity of the
loan. A borrower's ability to repay its loan is often dependent upon a liquidity
event that will enable the repayment of the loan. Accordingly, we may not
recover some or all of our investments in our loans.
 
     In addition to the above, numerous other factors may affect a company's
ability to repay its loan, including the failure to meet its business plan, a
downturn in its industry or negative economic conditions. A deterioration in a
company's financial condition and prospects may be accompanied by deterioration
in the collateral for the loan.
 
THE COMPANIES TO WHICH WE MAKE LOANS MAY BE HIGHLY LEVERAGED.
 
     Leverage may have material adverse consequences to the companies to which
we make loans and to us as an investor. These companies may be subject to
restrictive financial and operating covenants. The leverage may impair these
companies' ability to finance their future operations and capital needs. As a
result, these companies' flexibility to respond to changing business and
economic conditions and to business opportunities may be limited. A leveraged
company's income and net assets will tend to increase or decrease at a greater
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rate than if borrowed money were not used.
 
DEPLOYMENT OF ANY NEW CAPITAL WE RAISE IN INVESTMENTS IDENTIFIED BY SOURCES
OTHER THAN FBR MAY INCREASE THE LEVEL OF RISK IN OUR PORTFOLIO.
 
     We may look to other entities for investment opportunities. If we do, we
may not have as much information about these opportunities as we have with
respect to companies identified by FBR. Consequently, the reduced amount of
information available to us could cause the level of risk inherent in our
investment portfolio to increase.
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THE INDIRECT NATURE OF OUR INVESTMENTS EXPOSES US TO ADDITIONAL RISKS.
 
     Approximately 5% of our total assets, as of December 31, 2001, were
investments in equity securities. Approximately 1% of our total assets as of
December 31, 2001 were short-term loans. Obtaining interests in assets
indirectly by investing in other enterprises carries the following risks:
 
     - Returns on investments are not directly linked to returns on investee
       companies' assets.  We own equity securities of and have made loans to
       other companies. As an equity or debt holder, our return on investment is
       not directly linked to returns on any company's assets, but will depend
       upon either the payment of dividends and changes in the price of the
       equity securities or the payment of principal and interest on the
       outstanding debt, as applicable. Furthermore, as a common shareholder or
       junior debt holder, our claims to the assets of the companies in which we
       invest are junior to those of creditors and, with respect to our equity
       investments, senior shareholders.
 
     - Obstacles to success may remain hidden if due diligence is
       inadequate.  Before making an investment in another business entity, we
       will assess the strength and skills of the entity's management and other
       factors that we believe will determine the success of our investment. In
       making our assessment and otherwise conducting our customary due
       diligence, we will rely on the resources available to FBR Management and,
       in some cases, an investigation by third parties. This process is
       particularly important and subjective with respect to newly-organized
       entities because there may be little or no information publicly available
       about the companies. Against this background, we can give no assurance
       that the due diligence processes of FBR Management will uncover all
       relevant facts or that any investment will be successful.
 
     - Dependence on management of other entities.  We do not control the
       management, investment decisions, or operations of the enterprises in
       which we have invested. Management of those enterprises may decide to
       change the nature of their assets, or management may otherwise change in
       a manner that is not satisfactory to us. We have no ability to affect
       these management decisions, and as noted below, we may have only limited
       ability to dispose of our investments.
 
THE LIMITED LIQUIDITY OF SOME OF OUR INVESTMENTS EXPOSES US TO ADDITIONAL RISKS.
 
     The equity securities of a new entity in which we invest are likely to be
restricted as to resale and may otherwise be highly illiquid. We expect that
there will be restrictions on our ability to resell the securities of any
newly-public company that we acquire for one year after we acquire those
securities. Thereafter, a public market sale may be subject to volume
limitations or dependent upon securing a registration statement for a secondary
offering of the securities. As of December 31, 2001, none of our equity
investments was restricted in this manner.
 
     The securities of newly-public entities may trade less frequently and in
smaller volume than securities of companies that are more widely held and have
more established trading patterns. Thus, sales of these securities may cause
their values to fluctuate more sharply. Furthermore, and because of our
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affiliation with FBR, our ability to invest in companies may be constrained by
applicable securities laws and the rules of the National Association of
Securities Dealers, Inc. This is because FBR is a registered broker-dealer and
its investment and trading activities are regulated by the SEC and NASD. For
example, the NASD's prohibition on "free-riding and withholding" may limit the
number of shares we can acquire in a "hot issue" public offering that is
underwritten by FBR.
 
     The short- and medium-term loans we make are based, in part, upon our
knowledge of the borrower and its industry. In addition, we do not yet nor may
we ever have a significant enough portfolio of loans to easily sell them to a
third party. As a result, these loans are and may continue to be highly
illiquid.
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THE VOLATILITY OF THE MARKET PRICES OF SOME OF OUR INVESTMENTS EXPOSES US TO
ADDITIONAL RISK.
 
     Prices of the equity securities of new entities in which we invest are
likely to be volatile, particularly when we decide to sell those securities. We
make investments in significant amounts, and resales of significant amounts of
securities might adversely affect the market and the sales price for the
securities.
 
THE DISPOSITION VALUE OF OUR INVESTMENTS IS DEPENDENT UPON GENERAL AND SPECIFIC
MARKET CONDITIONS.
 
     Even if we make an appropriate investment decision based on the intrinsic
value of an enterprise, we have no assurance that the trading market value of
the investment will not decline, perhaps materially, as a result of general
market conditions. For example, an increase in interest rates, a general decline
in the stock markets, or other market conditions adverse to companies of the
type in which we have invested could result in a decline in the value of our
investments.
 
OUR REAL ESTATE-RELATED INVESTMENTS MAY INCUR LOSSES.
 
     We invest in real estate-related assets and in other entities, such as
REITs, that themselves invest in real estate-related assets. Investments in real
estate-related assets are subject to a variety of general, regional and local
economic risks, as well as the following:
 
     - Changes in interest rates could negatively affect the value of our 
       mortgage loans and mortgage-backed securities. We have invested
       indirectly in mortgage loans by purchasing mortgage-backed securities.
       Some of the companies in which we have invested also own mortgage loans
       and mortgage-backed securities. At December 31, 2001, all of the
       mortgage-backed securities we held directly were backed by pools of
       fixed-rate and adjustable-rate residential mortgage loans. Under a
       normal yield curve, an investment in fixed-rate mortgage loans or
       mortgage-backed securities will decline in value if long-term interest
       rates increase. Although Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac or Ginnie Mae may
       guarantee payments on the mortgage-backed securities we own directly,
       those guarantees do not protect us from declines in market value caused
       by changes in interest rates.
 
     - A significant risk associated with our current portfolio of
       mortgage-backed securities is the risk that both long-term and
       short-term interest rates will increase significantly. If long-term
       rates were to increase significantly, the market value of our
       mortgage-backed securities would decline and the weighted average life
       of the investments would increase. We could realize a loss if the
       securities were sold. At the same time, an increase in short-term
       interest rates would increase the amount of interest owed on our
       repurchase agreement borrowings.
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     - An increase in our borrowing costs relative to the interest we receive 
       on our mortgage-backed securities may adversely affect our
       profitability. We earn money based upon the spread between the interest
       payments we receive on our mortgage-backed security investments and the
       interest payments we must make on our borrowings. We rely primarily on
       short-term borrowings of the funds to acquire mortgage-backed securities
       with long-term maturities. The interest we pay on our borrowings may
       increase relative to the interest we earn on our mortgage-backed
       securities. If the interest payments on our borrowings increase relative
       to the interest we earn on our mortgage-backed securities, our
       profitability may be adversely affected.
 
     - Use of leverage can amplify declines in market value resulting from
       interest rate increases. We, and several of the REITs in which we have 
       invested, borrow funds to finance mortgage related investments, which
       can worsen the effect of a decline in value resulting from an interest
       rate increase. For example, assume that our company or a REIT in which
       we have invested borrows $90 million to acquire $100 million of 8%
       mortgage-backed securities. If prevailing interest rates increase from
       8% to 9%, the value of the mortgage loans may decline to a level below
       the amount required to be maintained under the terms of
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the borrowing. If the mortgage assets were then sold, our company or the REIT
that owned the mortgage assets would have to find funds from another source to
repay the borrowing.
 
     Market values of mortgage loans and mortgage-backed securities may decline
without any general increase in interest rates for any number of reasons, such
as increases in defaults, increases in voluntary prepayments and widening of
credit spreads.
 
PREPAYMENT RATES COULD NEGATIVELY AFFECT THE VALUE OF OUR MORTGAGE-BACKED
SECURITIES.
 
     In the case of residential mortgage loans, there are seldom any
restrictions on borrowers' abilities to prepay their loans. Homeowners tend to
prepay mortgage loans faster when interest rates decline and when owners of the
loans, such as our company or the REITs in which we have invested, do not want
them to be prepaid. Consequently, owners of the loans have to reinvest the money
received from the prepayments at the lower prevailing interest rates.
Conversely, homeowners tend not to prepay mortgage loans when interest rates
increase and when owners of the loans want them to be prepaid. Consequently,
owners of the loans are unable to reinvest money that would have otherwise been
received from prepayments at the higher prevailing interest rates.
 
     Although Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac or Ginnie Mae may guarantee payments on
the mortgage-backed securities we own directly, those guarantees do not protect
investors against prepayment risks.
 
RAPID CHANGES IN THE VALUES OF OUR REAL ESTATE ASSETS MAY MAKE IT MORE DIFFICULT
TO MAINTAIN OUR REIT STATUS.
 
     If the market value or income potential of our mortgage-backed securities
and mezzanine loans decline as a result of increased interest rates, prepayment
rates or other factors, we may need to increase our real estate investments and
income and/or liquidate our non-qualifying assets in order to maintain our REIT
status or exemption from the Investment Company Act. If the decline in real
estate asset values and/or income occurs quickly, this may be especially
difficult to accomplish. This difficulty may be exacerbated by the illiquid
nature of many of our non-real estate assets. We may have to make investment
decisions that we otherwise would not want to make absent the REIT and
Investment Company Act considerations.
 
HEDGING AGAINST INTEREST RATE EXPOSURE MAY ADVERSELY AFFECT OUR EARNINGS.
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     During 2001, we entered into a $50 million notional amount interest rate
swap agreement to limit, or "hedge," the adverse effects of rising interest
rates on our short-term repurchase agreements. In the future, we may enter into
other interest rate swap agreements. Our hedging activity varies in scope based
on the level and volatility of interest rates and principal prepayments, the
type of mortgage-backed securities held, and other changing market conditions.
 
     The companies in which we have invested also enter into interest rate
hedging transactions to protect themselves from the effect of changes in
interest rates. Interest rate hedging may fail to protect or adversely affect a
company because, among other things:
 
     - interest rate hedging can be expensive, particularly during periods of
       rising and volatile interest rates;
 
     - available interest rate hedging may not correspond directly with the
       interest rate risk for which protection is sought;
 
     - the duration of the hedge may not match the duration of the related
       liability;
 
     - the amount of income that a REIT may earn from hedging transactions to
       offset interest rate losses is limited by federal tax provisions
       governing REITs;
 
     - the party owing money in the hedging transaction may default on its
       obligation to pay; and
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     - the credit quality of the party owing money on the hedge may be
       downgraded to such an extent that it impairs our ability to sell or
       assign our side of the hedging transaction.
 
MULTIFAMILY AND COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE MAY LOSE VALUE AND FAIL TO OPERATE
PROFITABLY.
 
     Some of the companies in which we may invest may own multifamily and
commercial real estate. In the future, we may invest in other companies that
invest in multifamily and commercial real estate or we may invest in those
assets ourselves. Those investments and other similar investments are dependent
on the ability of the real estate to generate income. Investing in real estate
is subject to many risks. Among these are:
 
     - property managers may not have the ability to attract tenants willing to
       pay rents that sustain the property and to maintain and operate the
       properties on a profitable basis;
 
     - the value of real estate may be significantly affected by general,
       regional and local economic conditions, and other factors beyond the
       investor's control;
 
     - the value of real estate may be significantly affected by unknown or
       undetected environmental problems; and
 
     - the value of real estate may be significantly affected by changes in
       zoning or land use regulations or other applicable laws.
 
INVESTING IN SUBORDINATED INTERESTS EXPOSES US TO INCREASED CREDIT RISK.
 
     In the future, we may invest in companies that invest in subordinated
interests or may ourselves invest in those interests. Subordinated interests are
classes of commercial mortgage-backed securities and mortgage loans that are
subject to the senior claim of mortgage-backed debt securities. Losses on the
underlying mortgage loans may be significant to the owner of a subordinated
interest because the investments are leveraged. For example, assume a REIT
acquires a $10 million principal amount subordinated interest in a $100 million
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pool of mortgage loans that is subject to $90 million of senior mortgage-backed
securities. If thereafter there are $7 million of losses on the $100 million of
loans, the entire loss will be allocated to the owner of the subordinated
interest. In essence, a 7% loss on the loans would translate into a 70% loss of
principal and the related interest for the owner of the subordinated interest.
 
COMPETITION IN THE PURCHASE, SALE AND FINANCING OF MORTGAGE ASSETS MAY LIMIT THE
PROFITABILITY OF COMPANIES IN WHICH WE INVEST.
 
     Although we do not directly own commercial mortgage-backed securities or
subordinated interests, in the future, we may invest in other companies that
invest in commercial mortgage-backed securities or subordinated interests or may
ourselves invest in those assets. Mortgage REITs derive their net income, in
large part, from their ability to acquire mortgage assets that have yields above
borrowing costs. In 1997 and 1998, increased competition for subordinated
interests developed as new mortgage REITs entered the market. These mortgage
REITs raised funds through public offerings and sought to invest those funds on
a long-term basis. The amount of funds available for investment, however,
exceeded the amount of available investments, which resulted in significant
competition for assets. That competition resulted in higher prices for
subordinated interests, lowering the yields and narrowing the spread of those
yields over borrowing costs.
 
     Competitors for the acquisition of mortgage assets include other mortgage
REITs, such as Anthracite Capital, Inc., AMRESCO Capital Trust, and other REIT
and non-REIT investors, such as Lennar Corporation and Capital Trust.
 
INCREASED LOSSES ON UNINSURED MORTGAGE LOANS CAN REDUCE THE VALUE OF OUR EQUITY
INVESTMENTS.
 
     Although our mortgage-backed securities are supported by instrumentality
guarantees, companies in which we have invested may own uninsured mortgage
loans. In the future, we may invest directly in uninsured mortgage loans.
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     Owners of uninsured mortgage loans are subject to the risk that borrowers
will not pay principal or interest on their mortgage loans as they become due.
Borrowers become unable to pay their mortgage loans for a wide variety of
reasons, including general, regional, local and personal economics and declines
in business activity or real estate values. Generally, if a borrower defaults,
the owner of the mortgage loan will incur a loss to the extent the value of the
property securing the mortgage loan is less than the amount of the mortgage
loan. Defaults on mortgage loans often coincide with declines in real estate
values, which can create greater losses than anticipated. Increased exposure to
losses on uninsured mortgage loans can reduce the value of our equity
investments.
 
PREPAYMENT SENSITIVITY OF INVESTMENTS IN INTEREST-ONLY SECURITIES.
 
     We have no direct investments in interest-only securities. Interest-only
securities are mortgage-backed securities that entitle the holder to receive
only interest on the outstanding principal amount of the underlying mortgage
loans, and no principal. The companies in which we invest do not own material
amounts of interest-only securities as of December 31, 2001, but may do so in
the future. We may also invest in other companies that invest in interest-only
securities or we may invest in those securities directly. The value of these
interest-only securities can be adversely affected if the underlying mortgage
loans are prepaid faster than anticipated and the interest stream decreases. For
example, an interest-only security with an initial notional amount of $100
million may entitle a holder to interest equal to 1% on the outstanding notional
amount. The holder may anticipate that 10% of the loans will prepay at the end
of each year; however, the actual experience is that 20% of the loans prepay at
the end of each year. In that case, the anticipated and actual cash paid to the
holder would be:
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YEAR                                                          ANTICIPATED     ACTUAL
----                                                          -----------   ----------
                                                                                  
 1..........................................................  $1,000,000    $1,000,000
 2..........................................................     900,000       800,000
 3..........................................................     800,000       600,000
 4..........................................................     700,000       400,000
 5..........................................................     600,000       200,000
 6..........................................................     500,000            --
 7..........................................................     400,000            --
 8..........................................................     300,000            --
 9..........................................................     200,000            --
10..........................................................     100,000            --
                                                              ----------    ----------
Total.......................................................  $5,500,000    $3,000,000
                                                              ==========    ==========

 
     Some interest-only securities pay interest based on a floating rate that
varies inversely with, and at a multiple of, a specified floating interest rate
index, such as LIBOR. The yield on these securities is sensitive not only to
prepayments, but also to changes in the related index. For example, a security
might bear interest at a rate equal to forty percent minus the product of five
and LIBOR, or 40%-(5 x LIBOR). An increase in LIBOR by only 1%, from 6% to 7%,
would cause the interest rate on the investment to decline from 10% to 5%.
 
FEDERAL INCOME TAX REQUIREMENTS MAY RESTRICT OUR OPERATIONS.
 
     We have operated and intend to continue operating in a manner that is
intended to cause us to qualify as a REIT for federal income tax purposes.
However, the REIT qualification requirements are extremely complex. Qualifying
as a REIT requires us to meet tests regarding the nature of our assets and our
income, the ownership of our outstanding stock, and the amount of our
distributions on an ongoing basis. Some of our investments are in equity
securities of other REITs, which generally are qualifying assets and produce
qualifying income for purposes of the REIT qualification tests. The failure of
the REITs in which we invest to maintain their REIT status, however, could
jeopardize our own REIT status. Accordingly, we cannot be
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certain that we have been or will continue to be successful in operating so as
to qualify as a REIT. At any time, new laws, interpretations, or court decisions
may change the federal tax laws or the federal income tax consequences of
qualification as a REIT. In addition, compliance with the REIT qualification
tests could restrict our ability to take advantage of attractive investment
opportunities in non-qualifying assets. Specifically, we may be required to
limit our investment in non-REIT equity securities and mezzanine loans to the
extent that such loans are not secured by real property.
 
FAILURE TO MAKE REQUIRED DISTRIBUTIONS WOULD SUBJECT US TO TAX.
 
     In order to qualify as a REIT, we must distribute to our shareholders, each
calendar year, at least 90% of our taxable income, other than any net capital
gain. For years before 2001, we were required to distribute at least 95% of our
taxable income annually. To the extent that we satisfy the 90% distribution
requirement, but distribute less than 100% of our taxable income, we will be
subject to federal corporate income tax on our undistributed income. In
addition, we will incur a 4% nondeductible excise tax on the amount, if any, by
which our distributions in any calendar year are less than the sum of:
 
     - 85% of our ordinary income for that year,
 
     - 95% of our capital gain net income for that year, and
 
     - 100% of our undistributed taxable income from prior years.
 
     We generally intend to distribute all of our taxable income each year in
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order to satisfy the 90% distribution requirement and avoid corporate income tax
and the 4% excise tax.
 
See "Federal Income Tax Consequences of Our Status as a REIT-Distribution
Requirements."
 
     Our taxable income may substantially exceed our net income as determined
based on generally accepted accounting principles because, for example, capital
losses will be deducted in determining our GAAP income, but may not be
deductible in computing our taxable income. In addition, we may invest in assets
that generate taxable income in excess of economic income or in advance of the
corresponding cash flow from the assets, referred to as phantom income. Although
some types of phantom income are excluded in determining the 90% distribution
requirement, we will incur corporate income tax and the 4% excise tax with
respect to our phantom income items if we do not distribute those items on an
annual basis. See "Federal Income Tax Consequences of Our Status as a
REIT-Distribution Requirements." As a result of the foregoing, we may have less
cash than is necessary to distribute all of our taxable income each year.
Consequently, we may be required to incur debt or liquidate assets at rates or
times that we regard as unfavorable in order to satisfy the distribution
requirement and to avoid corporate income tax and the 4% excise tax in a
particular year.
 
FAILURE TO QUALIFY AS A REIT WOULD SUBJECT US TO FEDERAL INCOME TAX.
 
     If we fail to qualify as a REIT in any taxable year, we would be required
to pay federal income tax on our taxable income. We might need to borrow money
or sell assets in order to pay that tax. Our payment of income tax would
decrease the amount of our income available for distribution to our
shareholders. Furthermore, if we cease to be a REIT, we no longer would be
required to distribute substantially all of our taxable income to our
shareholders. Unless our failure to qualify as a REIT were excused under federal
tax laws, we could not re-elect REIT status until the fifth calendar year
following the year in which we failed to qualify.
 
THERE IS A RISK THAT YOU MAY NOT RECEIVE DIVIDENDS.
 
     Our current intention is to continue to distribute at least 90% of our
taxable income to our shareholders. There can be no assurance that we will
achieve investment results or maintain a tax status that will allow any
specified level of cash distributions.
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OWNERSHIP LIMITATION MAY RESTRICT CHANGE OF CONTROL OR BUSINESS COMBINATION
OPPORTUNITIES.
 
     In order for us to qualify as a REIT, no more than 50% in value of our
outstanding capital stock may be owned, directly or indirectly, by five or fewer
individuals during the last half of any calendar year. "Individuals" include
natural persons, private foundations, some employee benefit plans and trusts,
and some charitable trusts. In order to preserve our REIT status, our Articles
generally prohibit:
 
     - shareholders, other than FBR and some mutual funds and pension plans,
       from directly or indirectly owning more than 9.9% of the outstanding
       common stock or preferred stock of any series,
 
     - FBR from directly or indirectly owning more than 20% of the outstanding
       common stock or preferred stock of any series, and
 
     - some mutual funds and pension plans from directly or indirectly owning
       more than 15% of the outstanding common stock or preferred stock of any
       series.
 
     Our Board has exempted FBR from the 20% ownership limit applicable to it.
The exemption permits FBR to own, directly or indirectly, up to 62% of the
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outstanding common stock or preferred stock of any series. Our Board also has
exempted some of our principal shareholders from the 9.9% ownership limit.
 
     These ownership limitations could have the effect of discouraging a
takeover or other transaction in which holders of some, or a majority, of our
common stock might receive a premium for their shares over the then prevailing
market price or which holders might believe to be otherwise in their best
interests.
 
LOSS OF INVESTMENT COMPANY ACT EXEMPTION WOULD ADVERSELY AFFECT US.
 
     We believe that we currently are not, and intend to continue operating so
as not to become, regulated as an investment company under the Investment
Company Act of 1940 because we are "primarily engaged in the business of
purchasing or otherwise acquiring mortgages and other liens on and interests in
real estate." Specifically, we have invested, and intend to continue investing,
at least 55% of our assets in mortgage loans or mortgage-backed securities that
represent the entire ownership in a pool of mortgage loans and at least an
additional 25% of our assets in mortgages, mortgage-backed securities,
securities of REITs, and other real estate-related assets.
 
     If we fail to qualify for that exemption, we could be required to
restructure our activities. For example, if the market value of our investments
in equity securities were to increase by an amount that resulted in less than
55% of our assets being invested in whole pools of mortgage loans or
mortgage-backed securities, we might have to sell equity securities in order to
qualify for exemption under the Investment Company Act. The sale could occur
under adverse market conditions.
 
AS A REGISTERED BROKER-DEALER, PEGASUS WILL BE SUBJECT TO EXTENSIVE GOVERNMENT
AND OTHER REGULATION WHICH COULD ADVERSELY AFFECT OUR RESULTS.
 
     The securities business is subject to extensive regulation under federal
and state laws. Compliance with many of the regulations applicable to Pegasus
involves a number of risks, particularly in areas where applicable regulations
may be subject to interpretation. In the event of non-compliance with an
applicable regulation, governmental authorities and self-regulatory
organizations such as the NASD may institute administrative or judicial
proceedings that could have a material adverse effect on the operations of
Pegasus, and thus on our operating results.
 
     The regulatory environment is also subject to change. Our business may be
adversely affected as a result of new or revised legislation or regulations
imposed by the NASD, SEC or other governmental regulatory authority. We also may
be adversely affected by changes in the interpretation or enforcement of
existing laws and rules by these governmental authorities and the NASD. These
changes in interpretation or new laws, rules
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or regulations also could adversely affect our ability to share in investment
banking fees earned by FBR, as described in this prospectus.
 
OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS MAY CHANGE POLICIES WITHOUT SHAREHOLDER CONSENT.
 
     Our major policies, including our investment policy and other policies with
respect to acquisitions, financing, growth, operations, debt and distributions,
are determined by our Board of Directors. The Board may amend or revise these
and other policies, or approve transactions that deviate from these policies,
from time to time without a vote of the common shareholders. The effect of those
changes may be positive or negative. Our Articles also authorize the Board of
Directors to issue up to 50,000,000 shares of preferred stock and to establish
the preferences and rights of any shares of preferred stock issued. Although we
have no current intention to issue any series of preferred stock, the issuance
of preferred stock could increase the investment risk associated with common
stock ownership, delay or prevent a change in control of our company, or
otherwise change the nature of an investment in our common stock.
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                                                                   Exhibit 99.02

                        FBR ASSET INVESTMENT CORPORATION
                                  POTOMAC TOWER
                             NINETEENTH STREET NORTH
                            ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22209

March 29, 2002

Securities and Exchange Commission
450 Fifth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20549

Re:  Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2001 for
FBR Asset Investment Corporation.

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Consistent with the Commission's release of March 18, 2002, please be advised
that the Company has obtained a letter from Arthur Andersen LLP, the Company's
independent public accountants, dated March 29, 2002, containing the following
representations regarding the audits performed on the Company's statements of
financial condition as of December 31, 2001 and 2000 and the related statements
of income, changes in shareholders' equity and cash flows for the years ended
December 31, 2001, 2000 and 1999:

-   the audits were subject to Arthur Andersen's quality control system for
    the U.S. accounting and auditing practice to provide reasonable
    assurance that the engagement was conducted in compliance with
    professional standards;
-   there was appropriate continuity of Arthur Andersen personnel working on
    the audits; and
-   there was appropriate availability of national office consultation.

Representation relating to the availability of personnel at foreign affiliates
of Arthur Andersen was not relevant to these audits.

                                      Sincerely,

                                      /s/ Eric F. Billings
                                      ------------------------------------------
                                      Eric F. Billings
                                      Chairman, Chief Executive Officer,
                                      and Director (Principal Executive Officer)
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